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Preface

The purpose of this study was to analyze the feasibility of

implementing Artificial Intelligence techniques to increase

autonomy for orbiting spacecraft. Al advances in the area of

expert systems offer practical applications in many fields. The 0

development of an expert system to provide routine housekeeping

tasks on a satellite could reduce the dependence on vulnerable

ground control centers.

A cost analysis was done to determine the value of an

autonomous spacecraft expert system in comparison to the current 0

ground system. Initial figures Indicate that expert systems can

be cost effective and increase satellite autonomy. More work

needs to be done to reduce the size and weight of current Al

machines and develop them for space application, but the expert

system design process should begin soon. .-

During the research for, and writing of, this thesis I have

had significant help along the way that deserves recognition. I

would like to thank my faculty advisor, Lt Col Mekaru, for his

critical eye and guiding hand. I would also like to express

appreciation to Capt Steve Cross for technical advice and to Capt

Ed Gjermundsen and the Air Force Space Technology Center for

encouragement. Finally, I wish to thank my wife and typist, Joy,

for her understanding and assistance throughout this entire

project.

Michael A. Wright
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Abstract

- This s-ttdv' determined the feasibility of implementing

Artificial Intelligence techniques on orbiting spacecraft.

The main thrust was to evaluate the current technology of

expert systemsA and determine their value to satellite

tasking. The goal for an expert system to be effective was

that it must be able to perform spacecraft stationkeeping

without ground assistance.

Analysis began by outlining the basic functions of the

DSCS III and noting deficiencies as measured against an

9-autonomy scale.--Many of the defeciencies could be

corrected with conventional computer programming, but

stationkeeping required Al techniques for proper execution.

Expert systems were then examined and studied for

applicability to the primary task of orbit maintenance.

R1, an expert system designed to perform computer

configuration, was found to be a good baseline for

comparison and further development. The process of orbit

maintenance, as currently done by human experts, was

explained and outlined for expert system design. Finally,

a cost analysis provided information which supported

further development of AI technology for spacecraft

implementation.

. .•



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE for SATELLITE PLATFORMS

Section I

Introduction

Many human mental activities such as writing
computer programs, doing mathematics, engaging in
conuonsense reasoning, and understanding language
are said to demand "intelligence." There are
computer systems that can diagnose diseases, plan
the synthesis of complex organic chemical
compounds, solve differential equations in
symbolic form, analyze electronic circuits,

understand limited amounts of human speech and
natural language text, or write small computer
programs to meet formal specifications. We might
say that such systems possess some degree of

artificial intelligence" (19:1).

Progress in the field of Artificial Intelligence (A)

is making it possible to realize practical applications in

almost every field. A facet of the Artificial

Intelligence research and development is the

implementation of 'expert systems," or smart computers

(6:4). Professional people have found expert systems to be

of tremendous potential value in daily operations. By

performing as a knowledge base capable of analyzing

complicated problems and providing the required solution,

expert systems can augment or replace engineering

specialists.

...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .



As a scientific discipline, Artificial Intelligence is

not clearly defined. In fact, it is interpreted quite

differently by people with varying backgrounds. However,

for this study, analysis will be limited to that aspect of

Artificial Intelligence involving expert systems. It might

be helpful at this point to define Al and expert systems

and a conventional computer.

A conventional computer is a machine that performs

rapid, often complex calculations using stored instructions

and information. A digital computer, the most common type,

uses numbers in a binary format to perform logical and

numerical calculations. In contrast, an analog computer

uses voltages instead of numbers and manipulates numerical

representations of data. Electronic computers can process

data at extremely high rates of speed. Even the slowest of

current computers operate at speeds in excess of 1/100th of

a second. That means that a typical computer can process a

transaction in less time than a blink of the eyes.

Computers can store information in memory banks which are

capable of holding thousands of pages of data. This

enables the user to program computers to solve difficult

and time-consuming problems using simple commands which

trigger more complex procedures within the computer. Most

problems take advantage of the algorithmic/number crunching

capabilities. The basic process is to input programs and

procedures which solve a typical problem, let the computer

manipulate the data, and the result will be an organized,

p 2-. --. 0-."
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correlated output.

Artificial Intelligence is a concept which is derived

from the idea of making computers behave in ways that mimic

intelligent human behavior. In many cases problems do not

lend themselves to strictly algorithmic solutions.

Scientists and researchers who pursue Al are attempting to

build a computer system that can learn or understand from

experience, much the same as humans are said to do. An

artifically intelligent machine has to be able to respond

quickly and successfully to new situations. Its knowledge

base is compiled of extensive data which has been input by

experts in a particular field of science. Al is not an

attempt to replicate the human race. It is unrealistic to

expect computers to feel emotion and respond in all

situations, but it certainly might be posaible to build a

machine that can solve problems faster and better than man

and one which is capable of expanding its data base with

increased experience in the problem solving realm (6:9).

Artificial intelligence has begun the process by building

*expert systems.'

An expert system is a computer program capable of

maintaining a vast knowledge base about a particular

subject area, such as medicine or mineral exploration, and

can use sophisticated problem solving techniques to get

results beyond the reach of conventionally programmed

computers. The importance of Al stems from the fact that

3



these machines can be used by man to reduce the reliance on

human experts, who are expensive and in short supply

(4:177). Immortal machines serving as "clones" of human

experts could perpetuate and spread expertise throughout an

organization. An Al system is different from a

conventional computer in its new approach to computer

programming. Instead of being programmed to follow a step

by step procedure, an expert system is programmed to follow

a few general procedures of problem solving. Facts,

models, rules of thumb, and other general knowledge about

solving a particular type of problem are stored in the

computer memory (12:32). Problem solution comes about as

the computer uses facts about the problem and its knowledge

base and general solution methods to find and apply a

specific solution.

Early attempts at problem solution were fraught with

frustration by proponents of Al. During the 1960's, such

great minds as McCulloch, Turing, and von Neumann began to

form the basis of what would evolve into Artificial

Intelligence. The initial efforts were designed to employ

a "few laws of reasoning coupled with powerful computers

[to] produce expert and superhuman performance" (12:7).

The realization that the detailed process of most

intelligent human activities was unknown marked the

beginning of Al knowledge base development. In 1977, a

paper was presented by Feigenbaum to the International

Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence which provided

4
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insight to the growing field and was summarized as: *The

power of an expert system derives from the knowledge it

possesses, not from the the particular formalisms and

inference schemes it employs" (12:6). The field has since

progressed from an "all knowing, all seeing' direction to

one of a more restrictive use of Al techniques in specific

expert systems. These expert systems are limited in

application and loaded with detailed knowledge of a

specific subject to better apply inference schemes and

provide practical use to human users.

One of the most widely known expert systems is called

PROSPECTOR. PROSPECTOR is a computer-based consultation

system designed to assist geologists working on specific

mineral deposit problems. The "task of PROSPECTOR is

probabilistic interpretation of soil and geological deposit

data" (12:54). It is an expert system designed to work in

a specialized domain. Its success has been quite promising

when evaluated against expert geologist's decisions

(4:161). PROSPECTOR predicted a molybdenum ore location in

Washington State which was confirmed by drilling and a find

worth $100 million.

Another expert system, MYCIN, is making progress in

the medical field. Medicine is a fertile field for expert

systems for two reasons. The first is the obvious benefits

to society gained by a reliable and thorough diagnosis.

Expert systems consider all possibilities where it may not

5



be realistic to expect a doctor to be able to take the time

to look at all possible ailments. The second reason is the

solid knowledge base established in medicine is easily

transferrable to a computer. The medical taxonomy is clear

and experts in the field are identifiable (4:177). MYCIN

is used to diagnose and offer therapy in certain cases of

infectious blood diseases. Although it is not currently

used in clinical work, it is being used as a medical

teaching aid. It has provided excellent results with

*performance comparable to experts in the field" (12:53).

Expert systems are used in education, science, and

medicine. Their ability to act as 'experts" or 'expert

consultants" continues to increase.

Al Application to Space

Can Artificial Intelligence expert systems be designed

to perform tasks for a space platform? One of the most

complicated spacecraft tasks is orbit maintenance. The

process of orbit maintenance or stationkeeping is a task

that currently requires vast material resources and

dedicated space specialists (2: slide 20). As our

satellite systems become more complex and the space

environment more congested, the job of maintaining proper

orbits become critical (9:2). If an expert system could be

placed in orbit as an integral part of the satellite

system, it could greatly reduce the burden or routine

"housekeeping" chores if not eliminate it.

6



The Air Force Space Technology Center is vitally

interested in applying Artificial Intelligence to

autonomous space systems. Increased spacecraft autonomy

would enable the satellite to operate independently of

ground systems for extended periods of time. Presently, .

satellites must normally be frequently contacted by ground

stations for orbit correction and fault analysis. Since

the ground control centers are the least survivable link in

the space network (20:46) autonomous military spacecraft

would enhance space systems survivability. Endurability or

extended useful lifetimes result from the spacecraft

maintaining more optimal orbits and can be increased by:

1) Reducing spacecraft dependence on ground
stations, thereby enhancing the capability for
continued payload mission accoumplishment if
ground stations are disabled.

2) Achieving an autonomous satellite health and
ephemeris maintenance capability by Fiscal Year
1987, with spacecraft launched after this date
capable of performing internal housekeeping
activities for unattended periods of time on the
order of six months.

Statement of Problem

The basic problem is to determine the feasibility of

putting an expert system on a satellite. The expert system

would be expected to perform all satellite services with

emphasis on orbit maintenance, or stationkeeping.

Stationkeeping is totally "ground controlled" at the

present and would have to be assumed by the expert system

(22zvol 1,22). "Oround controlled' refers to the process

7
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of determining satellite orbits with tracking data from

ground stations, determining spacecraft orbit errors and

corrective action by teams of orbital analysts, and sending

corrective action to the spacecraft by ground control

centers. To be effective, expert system must be able to

monitor, diagnose, and control a satellite in orbit around

the earth. The expert system must be able to calculate the

current position of the satellite using on-board sensors

and processors and determine anomalies in the orbit.

Diagnosis will include the ability to determine what type

of correction is needed to retain proper orbit and the

optimal time to implement correction action. The

controlling function must be able to fire thrusters

accurately and efficiently correct the orbit.

Resource and integrity functions are also tasks which

could be directed by an on-board expert system. Resource

and integrity functions, or health and welfare maintenance,

include monitoring and directing power, maintaining proper

attitude, monitoring thermal controls, and directing

propulsion systems (22:vol 111,55). An expert system would

monitor all subsystems and update data bases to maintain

proper orientation and operation levels.

Research Quest ions

Can an expert system be used effectively and

efficiently on satellites? If so, the burden current

8



ground systems experience would be reduced significantly.

Current satellite systems are heavily dependent upon the

ground control centers and absorb a great deal of time and

money for routine "housekeeping" chores. Can on-board

expert systems increase satellite autonomy and overall

effectiveness? Independent satellites would increase

endurability by reducing the vulnerability of space systems

to command, control, and communications failure.

Independent spacecraft would also reduce the need for

extensive ground base systems and specialized teams of

analysts. It is not likely that space borne Artificial

Intelligence can eliminate all ground materiel and

personnel resources, but it should be able to improve upon

the current situation.

Factors which will be compared and analyzed in order

to determine feasibility are cost, weight, and overall

effectiveness. Cost will be analyzed in terms of actual

expert system development (hardware and software) costs vs.

the cost of current equipment and personnel used to perform

the various tasks which could be assumed by the Al

component. Overall effectiveness will be measured by

analogies to existing systems in terms of reliability,

autonomy, deterrence, survivability, and trade offs In

satellite orbit stability. Reliability in this case refers

to the system's ability to make accurate and timely

decisions.

9



Scope

The overall objective of this study will be to

determine if it Is possible to put an expert system capable

of performing some of the typical housekeeping tasks on a

satellite. Determination will depend on many factors,

including expert systems capabilities, ability to match

computer and satellite systems, and resolve by decision

makers to allow a computer system to make critical

decisions autonomously. This study will be limited to

implementation of expert systems to perform satellite

housekeeping tasks. Housekeeping tasks are defined as the

routine tasks required to maintain a healthy and stable

satellite platform capable of performing its operational

mission. Eventual use for Al on space platforms may

include battle management and command, control, and

communication authority, but at this stage of Al

development those do not appear to be realistic topics of

discussion (24:41).

10
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Section II

Taskinq in Space

For Artificial Intelligence to be a feasible option

for spacecraft design, it will have to accomplish many

tasks. Some are partially done by on-board processors and

require periodic ground support. Other tasks are currently

ground dependent annd will require new computer capability.

This section will describe the various tasks as they relate

to the Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS). The

DSCS was chosen because it is a typical space platform with

various missions and unclassified data is readily available

for comparison.

DSCS III

The Defense Satellite Communication System is part of

the wideband communications network. Key users of the

wideband system are: Defense Communication Agency,

Diplomatic Telecommunications Service, World Wide Military

Command and Control System (WIWCCS), and the White House

Communication Agency. The DSCS system began with the

initial series launched in 1966-68. The DSCS was a solid

step toward effective global communications. The follow-on

system, DSCS I, had a substantial increase in transmitter

11



power and transponder channels. The DSCS II system used

existing technology and incorporated new capabilities for

the military user. Rapid repositioning for various users

was added with the DSCS II system. Securing command and ".

telemetry modes became a reality. The DSCS II also boasted

"modest" nuclear hardening. The addition of steerable

antennas was a major step toward effective communications

paths. Finally, in 1981, DSCS II was upgraded with the

addition of more efficient digital communication subsystems

and reliable ground terminals.

The DSCS II satellites were launched in pairs and

operate in synchronous near-equatorial orbits. Four of the

six satellites are active at any one time, leaving two for

spares or contingency situations. They are equipped with

two earth coverage horn antennas and two steerable

spot-beam dish antennas. They also use an onmidirectional

bicone horn antenna for command and control. The steerable

antennas can concentrate their signals on small areas of

the earth to link portable ground stations into the

communications system. The DSCS II satellites operate in

the "super-high frequency' range of 7-8 GHz.

The current space communications network is effective

during normal circumstances. The six DSCS II satellites

form the "wideband" system segment. At the time these

systems became operational the users had a critical need

12
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for a working system. Therefore, time and cost restraints

tempered the advancement of satellite communications.

Current systems lack survivability! The ultra-high

frequency range is quite vulnerable to jamming and

disruption by nuclear events.

The DSCS III is beginning to replace the DSCS II. The

first DSCS III was launched in October, 1981. The DSCS III

in orbit is still being evaluated and studied to determine

operational capabilities and future funding levels to

complete the network. The DSCS III, as designed by General

Electric Space Systems Division, will have a lifetime of

ten years. It will use six channels and have the

flexibility to support large and small terminal users.

DSCS III has a small steerable dish antenna which can be

fine tuned for users with small receivers. It also provides

its own jam resistance through the use of four earth

coverable horn antennas. The four horn antennas provide

redundancy and flexible switching networks. DSCS III will

continue to provide the Air Force's strategic link with

nuclear forces via separate transmit and receive antennas.

The most notable feature of the DSCS III is its

innovative phased array antenna system which provides

additional security and flexibility. It has a 61 element

multiple beam antenna (MBA) used extensively for receiving

and two, 19 element MBAs for transmission. The MBA system

13
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can selectively null jamming signals with a minimum

disturbance to friendly users. This process maximizes

flexibility, in both the uplink and downlink. Of the six

available channels, the receiver MBA can be connected to

any or all of channels 1-4. At the same time the transmit

MBAs can connect to the same four to develop whatever )

combination is required. Another advance for the DSCS III

is the gimballed dish antenna. It provides the additional

gain and anti-jam capability which is required for high

priority users such as the White House Communication

Agency, Ground Mobile Forces, and JCS contingencies. The

lack of control security experienced by DSCS II has been

corrected with an advanced, electronic telemetry, tracking,

and comnand subsystem.

Autonomy Assessment of DSCS III

The DSCS III was assessed using 'Goals for Autonomous

Spacecraft," a Jet Propulsion Laborotory (JPL) internal

document (Appendix A). The levels of autonomy, as defined

in the JPL document range from 0 to 10. An overall look at

the DSCS III revealed the following (22:Vol I, 9):

(1) The existing DSCS III functions are at
levels of autonomy ranging from 0 to 5. The
average level appears to be about 2 or 3. This
means that there is a high level of dependence on
ground operations for analysis, planning, and
decision making. The power and thermal control
functions have many hard-wired, autonomous
functions, and attitude control has considerable

I 14



autonomy implemented in both software and
harcware. However, spacecraft resource
management and health/welfare maintenance are
almost entirely ground directed. Stationkeeping
is completely directed by the ground.

(2) A primary goal for autonomy is for the
spacecraft to operate for 60 days with nominal
performance and for 6 months with acceptable
performance, without ground intervention. A
spacecaft autonomy level of about 5 is required
to meet this goal. A level 5 spacecraft (see
Appendix A) is capable of executing a
prespecified program of events and is also
autonomously fault tolerant.

(3) The autonomous DSCS III assessment

philosophy assumes that the requirement for
6-month performance without ground intervention
arises from a high-level-of-conflict situation.
It has been assumed that under other conditions
the ground will be able to periodically update
the initial orbital state from which the
spacecraft will have to operate independently.
If this assumption is not valid, the spacecraft
autonomy level may have to be increased beyond 5
to somehow provide its own initial state.

(4) On-board redundancy management is required
for a high probability of meeting the 60-day/6
month requirement, particularly if hostile
threats to the spacecraft are considered.

(5) Autonomous stationkeeping is also required,
even for 60 days performance , since east-west
stationkeeping maneuvers are required more
frequently to meet the +.1 degree stationkeeping
requirements. The maneuvers could occasionally
occur as frequently as every few days (depending
upon station location and sun-moon perturbation
phasing).

The DSCS III currently In operation has some autonomy

built in. Its power, thermal control, attitude control,

and telecommunication service functions are quite capable

of meeting the six month autonomy goal. Most of the

integrity maintenance (health and welfare) can be done on

board, but the 'analyses and direction of redundancy

15
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management are done by the ground* (22: vol 1, 10). One of

the major obstacles for autonomous operation on the DSCS

III is maintaining the correct orbit position, or ephemeris

maintenance. According to the JPL DSCS Assessment, the

"spacecraft cannot be made free of ground intervention for

even 60 days.'

The DSCS III was broken down into three functional

areas to analyze autonomy; 1) services, 2) resources, 3)

integrity. Each of these areas will be analyzed in detail

later, but Figure 2-1 shows just how much of each area is

currently autonomous and to what level of capability.

Figure 2-2 further defines the components of each

functional area for the DSCS lII.
I

Satellite Tasks

There are three functional areas within the DSCS III

design. They are spacecraft services, resources, and

integrity. Spacecraft services include activities to

maintain a stable platform, operate at satisfactory power

and thermal considerations, and allow necessary

communications for telemetry and command (22: vol I, 17).

The most ground dependent task is stationkeeping.

Stationkeeping is the process of maintaining the satellite

in its particular orbit within a fine degree of accuracy.

Orbit anomalies affect mission effectiveness and can

16
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decrease the satellite lifetime. The functions of this

task include location measurement using on board sensors,

maneuver planning, thruster selection, thruster firing, and

many related tasks. Stationkeeping is a major portion of

the spacecraft services function.

The second functional area for the DSCS III is

managing spacecraft resources. The resources are the

limited expendables which must be properly managed for the

spacecraft to survive and perform (14: vol I, 20). There

are two such resources on the DSCS III; power and

propulsion. Some of the power related tasks include

managing the generated energy, stored energy, battery life,

and solar array attitude. Propulsion resources require

management of hydrazine, center of mass (cm), and thruster

life (22: vol 1, 50).

The third functional area of the DSCS III which

requires autonomous operation is integrity. Integrity

refers to health and welfare and to the protection of the

spacecraft from failures (22: vol I, 20). Integrity

maintenance is currently a ground intensive activity. As

with any complicated electronic equipment, redundancy is an

important issue. Some of the requirements within the

integrity section which are necessary to make the DSCS III

autonomous are (22: vol 111, 58):

18
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1) Acquiring pertinent health status of all
spacecraft subsystems.

2) Analyzing health information for fault
occurrences.

3) Isolating fault sources and generating fault
correcting commands.

4) Output fault correction and verify execution
of commands.

5) Store current health information, faults
observed and corrections taken for ground control
records.

Integrity maintenance functions would have to be performed

throughout the spacecraft and involves all of the major

subsystems.

FUNCTIONAL AREA ONE - Spacecraft Services (Figure 2-3)

There are three activities within the services area

which require increased capability to improve autonomous

operation. They are power, attitude control, and

stationkeeping.

POWER. Two areas of the power function which require

increased autonomy are solar array orientation and power

distribution. The solar array orientation must be able to

account for mission phases, celestial events and develop a

timeline for "issuance of solar array position and rate

commands to stepper motors' (22: vol III, 23). The

distribution of power is currently assessed at a level 2

and must reach level 5 for autonomous operation. Power

i. 7-19
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distribution would need to be driven by various energy

algorithms to indicate load requirements and consider

alternate load configurations. Addtional capabilities

needed in the power function include (22: vol III, 25):

1) Load prioritization table.

2) Load power for each operation mode.

3) Timing function.

4) Processing capability.

ATTITUDE CONTROL. The DSCS III provides a stable

platform and most of its attitude control functions are

autonomous. Some additional autonomy is required to

establish post-launch earth acquisition, reference

re-acquisition, and thruster selection. The satellite

needs to be able to verify proper completion of sun

acquisition after launch and then perform analysis of the

parameters to acquire earth. Reaction wheels would then be

given preset commands to establish proper configuation for

operation of the spacecraft (22: Vol 111, 26).

Re-acquisition could be automated in the same way as earth

acquisition by verifying sun position. As the reaction

wheels begin to unload and the spacecraft experiences some -

east/west drift, thrusters must be fired to maintain proper

orbit. Autonomous navigation systems are required to

independently select and fire thrusters. This function ._

will be discussed in the stationkeeping section.
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STATIONKEEPING. Since stationkeeping is currently

totally ground controlled, all sensing and control

functions have to be added to the spacecraft. Figure 2-4

shows the hierarchy of the stationkeeping function. The

DSCS III does not currently have enough capability to

independently sense orbital position. Navigation sensors

and interfaces must be added to provide accurate data for

orbit determination (22:vol 111, 37). The computer

processing capability would be necessary to direct,

analyze, and control the satellite orbit.

6 The addition of an autonomous navigation system is

costly and complicated, but must be done if any spacecraft

is to be truly independent of ground systems. It is likely

that the navigation package would include sensors and

computer interfaces. The navigation subsystem could be a

simple implementation of supplying the effective time,

magnitude, direction, and type of velocity maneuver to

other subsystems. The most complex navigation system would

maintain propulsion system status, calculate optimal

maneuver times, select and fire thrusters, and supply an

integrated command sequence (22: vol III, 43).

FUNCTIONAL AREA TWO - Spacecraft Resources (Figure 2-5)

Within the resources area, there are two basic

activities --managing power and managing propulsion. Each

22
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of the activities includes monitoring and maintaining

subsystems. On the DSCS Ii, management of power relies

* heavily on the stability of battery systems. Propulsion

must be monitored and used to correct attitude and orbit.

MANAGE POWER. Most of the management for generating

power and solar array maintenance is already autwomous.

To increase autonomy, stored energy and battery life

management require sensing functions to determine battery

parameters and some on board capability for battery state

assessment (22:vol III, 49). The measured parameters and a

computer model could then determine the state-of-charge.

It is necessary to predict the state-of-charge 'trend during

eclipses using load profiles and solar array output. It

may be necessary to make adjustments to the charge rate to

properly maintain power storage.

Battery life management is not fully autonomous, but

can be accomplished using the same procedures as described

above for stored energy. Properly maintaining stored

energy will increase battery life by closely monitoring all

facets of battery operation. Battery depletion assessment

does need some additional capability to ensure battery

health. The standard maximum depth-of-discharge has been

established as 80 percent and should not be exceeded to ..-

ensure battery life (22: vol III, 51). Some additional

capabilities needed in this area are:

25
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1) Flexible battery charge models.

2) Charge history.

3) Load profiles.

4) Power supply predictions.

5) Relay capability.

PROPULSION. This section of resource management is an

integral part of the autonomous nz gation and

stationkeeping functions. On board analysis is required

for each of the tasks to be properly integrated.

Computation of propellant mass must be done and verified

based on previous usage. Priority tables must be used to

trade off required stationkeeping maneuvers and remaining

fuel (22: vol I1, 53). The thrusters must be maintained

to ensure proper pulse and health. Thruster management

would include taking pulse counts and monitoring pulse

degradation over time.

FUNCTIONAL AREA THREE - Spacecraft Integrity (Figure
2-6)

Integrity maintenance involves the entire spacecraft.

While all subsystems need redundancy, how are corrections

made and backup systems called into action? The Jet

Propulsion Laboratory has recammended the addition of a

Redundancy Management Subsystem (RMS) *capable of providing

fault detection and correction functions for the entire

DSCS III spacecraft bus' (22:vol III, 55).

26
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The RMS would interact with each of the major

functions through computer interfaces capable of detecting

faults and relaying them for correction. Autonomous

operations of the entire DSCS III would require a great

deal of storage capability for data. Stored information

would include spacecraft status, fault history,

diagnostics, and software programs.

Using this structure of a RMS linked to the subsystems

via Distributed Processing Units (DPUs) (See Figure 2-7)

the functional requirements can be defined as follows

(22:vol III, 71):

(1) A DPU shall acquire health information from
its host subsystem by monitoring selected
subsystem sensor signals via dedicated lines.

(2) A DPU shall store software subroutines
required to analyze functional performance and
determine needs unique to its host subsystem.

(3) A DPU shall execute selected
internally-stored software subroutines only upon
receipt of commands from the RMS.

(4) A DPU shall provide processed,
subsystem-unique health information to the RMS
upon request by the RIS.

(5) The RMS shall analyze acquired subsystem
health information by detecting fault occurrences,
isolating fault sources, and defining the required
commands to be issued for fault correction.

(6) The RMS shall generate subsystem fault
correction commands.

(7) The RMS shall output validated fault
correction commands.
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(8) The RMS shall verify proper execution of
fault correction commands.

(9) The RMS shall store pertinent spacecraft
diagnostic information.

(10) The RMS shall be capable of loading the
memories of all DPUs.

(11) The RS shall be inherently fault tolerant so
that any internal single-point failure will not
degrade its performance.

As one might expect, satellite operations are

complicated and the tasks are arduous. It is not sufficient

to plug in autonomous subsystems, they must be integrated

into the entire spacecraft design. As. the push for

autonomous satellites continues, all of the tasks mentioned

above and other related functions must be taken into

account. Within the spacecraft services area,

stationkeeping certainly provides the greatest challenge at

this point. The resources and integrity functional areas

require specific component modifications and integration.

The tasks are defined quite well. Can Artificial

Intelligence techniques be used to provide operational

programs to accomplish spacecraft tasking and increase

satellite autonomy? This question will be evaluated in the

following sections.
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Section III

Artificial Intelligence Capabilities

This section will examine the capabilities of

state-of-the-art expert systems in an effort to determine

spacecraft tasking feasibility. The architecture of expert

systems will be described and further explained. Three

critical components of the architecture are the knowledge

base, inference engine, and data base. The process of

knowledge engineering, or filling the knowledge base, will

also be presented. Having established the structure, the

emphasis will shift to current tasks expert system are

capable of doing and brief explanations of some of the

systems. Then, some guidelines will explain the complex

process for constructing an expert system and illustrate

the transition from research and development to practical

application.

Expert Systems

As this section focuses on expert systems, it may be

helpful to expand on the definition of an expert system.

One of the leaders in early expert system development,

Feigenbaum, wrote that:

An "expert system" is an intelligent
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computer program that uses knowledge and
inference procedures to solve problems that are
difficult enough to require significant human
expertise for their solution. The knowledge
necessary to perform at such a level, plus the
inference procedures used, can be thought of as a
model of the expertise of the best practitioners
of the field.

The knowledge of an expert system consists
of facts and heuristics. The 'facts' constitute
a body of information that is widely shared,
publicly available, and generally agreed upon by
experts in a field. The *heuristics" are mostly
private, little-discussed rules of good judgment
(rules of plausible reasoning, rules of good
guessing) that characterize expert-level decision
making in the field. The performance level of an
expert system is primarily a function of the size
and quality of the knowledge base that it
possesses.

For an expert system to fill the bill as an expert, it

must perform at the *expert" level. The word expert must

be considered seriously. There are significant

characteristics of an expert which can be identified and

measured. Quality of performance is a major concern, but

high quality is not enough. Ability to reach decisions

quickly is a valuable trait only if the decision is a good

one. Certainly, speed and quality must be balanced to

produce the desired result. Most experts tend to be

experts only in a specialized domain. Specialization

dictates a trade-off in depth and breadth of knowledge. It

is not really feasible to be an expert in many technical

fields. An expert system is therefore allowed by necessity

to work in a narrowly defined area.
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Architecture

Using Feigenbaum's description to construct a working

definition, an expert system can be broken dawn into fairly

easily understood components. An expert system is made up

of three basic components: 1) Knowledge base, 2)

Inference engine, and 3) Data base (see Figure 3-1). The

knowledge base contains the specialized domain facts and

heuristics, or rules of thumb, associated with the

particular area. The inference engine, or control

structure, is the component which contains the search

strategy for problem solution. The data base is a working

memory which keeps track of input and output data and

problem status.

INFERENCE ENGINE _KNOWLEDGE BASE

-search strategy/ -rules

AT' B8SE

-sensor info

Figure 3-1. Expert System Components

For example, a very simple expert system could be

designed to monitor and control room temperature (18:44).

The inference engine would employ a forward search
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technique. The knowledge base could have the following

four rules:
_ j

IF TEMP > 70 AND TEMP < 72 THEN STOP
IF TEMP ( 32 THEN CALL REPAIR MAN, TURN ON HEATER
IF TEMP ( 70 AND FURNACE = OFF THEN TURN ON
IF TEMP > 72 AND FURNACE = ON THEN TURN OFF

The data base would contain the current temperature as

indicated by a sensing device. This example is an obvious

simplification. It would not be cost effective to build an

expert system to control a thermostat, but it serves to

illustrate the three components.

The following architectual principles were presented

by Randall Davis (6:6) which serve to mold the components

into a cohesive unit.

Architectural Principles

1) Separate the inference engine and knowledge

base.

2) Use as uniform a representation as possible.

3) Keep the inference engine simple.

4) Exploit redundancy in knowledge base.

By separating the inference engine and knowledge base, the

knowledge is more accessible, easier to identify, and can

be more explicit. Uniformity reduces the number of

mechanisms required for translation and keeps the design

simpler and more transparent. Simple control structures in

the Inference engine aids process explanation and should

provide more comprehensive rational feedback. Since
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feedback, or explanation, is generated by replaying the

actions of the system, simple actions generate better

feedback. Finally, redundancy in the knowledge may

overcome inexact knowledge by combining bits of information

from varying sources to yield answers.

COMPONENT ONE - KnowledQe Base

The knowledge base is, by far, the most critical

component of most expert systems. This is the foundation

for ultimate problem solution. The knowledge may be

represented by presenting it as "IF-THEN" rules. If a

system is considered to be rule-based, the *knowledge base

is made up mostly of rules which are invoked by pattern

matching with features of the task environment as they

currently appear in the global data base" (10:6).

The production rule is a two-part construct with the

first part representing some pattern and the second part

specifying some action to be taken when data, from the data

base, matches that pattern. The pattern may be made up of

several clauses linked by the logical operators AND and OR.

The pattern may also be procedures that operate on data in

the data base to produce values for further rule

comparison. The second part of the rule consists of verb

phrases that specify the action to be taken. A typical

example might be 'IF the satellite east position is greater
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than 61 degrees OR the west position is less than 59

degrees THEN the satellite requires orbital correction."

Assuming that 60 degrees is the optimal east-west position

at a given time of orbital determination, the assertion

*the satellite requires orbital correction' will be added

to the knowledge base if either precondition is met.

Rules in a knowledge base represent the domain facts,

beliefs and heuristics. Facts are bits of knowledge that

are known to be true and their validity is unquestioned.

Knowledge entered as opinion are beliefs, usually knowledge

that is accepted as being valid. Heuristics are bits of

information learned through experience or rules of thumb

developed by experts that aid in the area of filling in

incomplete knowledge. Rules combine to form the most

powerful aspect of expert systems, the knowledge base.

Rule based systems, as explained by Duda (8:242):

contain hundreds of rules, usually obtained by
interviewing experts for weeks or months...In any
system, the rules become connected to each other
[by association linkages] to form rule networks.
Once assembled, such networks can represent a
substantial body of knowledge...

During the early development of Al, emphasis was on

search techniques. Intelligence was thought to be largely

a domain independent effort, hence knowledge free. The

game of chess was examined in detail to illustrate the
0

various search techniques. Research indicated that human
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chess masters used the process of mental storage of large

catalogs of pattern-based rules to play the game. It was

said that human experts in the game could organize and

utilize up to 50,000 rules to achieve their remarkable

performance. Those rules are so powerful that only 30

rules are needed in an expert system to adequately cover

the roughly 2,000,000 configurations for a subdomain

problem of King and Knight against King and Rook (10:7).

It was noted that chess is a fairly certain game with a

well established knowledge domain, but as the domain

becomes more complicated the rules may expand

exponentially.

Within this rule-based network, if the knowledge is

not well established some rules may have certainty factors

(CF) attached to them. The CF is a numerical valve which

indicates the degree of certainty associated with that

rule. Human experts use judgement and empirical rules

which sometimes cannot be fully supported by available

data. In an expert system rules based on heuristics can be

given CFs and then, when the certainty factors are combined

with other problem data, the solution will have a certainty

value attached to it.

Still within the context of the knowledge base is the

topic of "knowledge engineering." Knowledge engineering

has grown up with the field of Al. Knowledge for an expert
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system can be acquired in many ways. All of the ways

involve transferring expertise needed for high performance

problem solving in a particular domain from a source. In

most cases, the source is a human expert, but the source

could include case studies as does PUFF, an expert system

designed to diagnose lung disease, built entirely from 100

case studies. Other sources include empirical data or

documentation used to train the human expert who is being

emulated. From the emphasis on knowledge, the expert

systems credo has developed. The basic commandments were

given by Feigenbaum in 1977 and expanded by Davis in 1982

as (6:6):

1) In the knowledge lies the power

2) The knowledge is often inexact, incomplete.

3) The knowledge is often ill-specified

4) Amateurs become expert incrementally.

5) Expert systems need to be flexible.

6) Expert systems need to be transparent.

The first statement about knowledge and power suggests

that extensive stores of knowledge about the task and not

domain-independent methods lead to successful problem

solution. Most areas investigated for use by Al techniques

do not have completely specified laws or theories and the

knowledge tends to be inexact, incomplete, and informal.

Ill specified knowledge is a common problem. It refers to
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the process of trying to establish for the experts what

knowledge they have and what is required for problem

solution. As mentioned previously, knowledge acquisition

is an incremental process and therefore the transition from

amateur to expert must follow a similar path.

Further emphasizing the need for separation of

components are the concepts of flexibility and

transparency. The system must be flexible enough to change

easily because most of their system lifetime will include

changes, updates, and improvements. Transparency allows the

engineers to follow progress and maintain control during

the changes by being able to distinguish changes in the

three components separately. If the three components were

not distinct, then changes to one section might

inadvertently cause confusion in another section of the

program.

The knowledge engineer quickly becomes an integral

part of expert system development. The early attempts at

knowledge transfer dictated that the computer programmer

"transform the expert's knowledge into code without

separating the knowledge from the reasoning mechanism."

(12:130). This process requires that the programmer be an

expert in the domain, or quickly become one.

Current procedures still allow a computer programmer

39
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to assist the expert in transferring knowledge to the

system, but it can also be done by direct transfer of

expert to machine via intelligent editing programs (see

Figure 3-2). It now becomes possible to separate domain

knowledge from the rest of the program and this enhances

flexiblity and transparency. It is hopeful that a similar

process can be developed for data through an elaborate

induction system and for textbooks using a program capable

of reading text and transferring information to the

knowledge base. The latter two ideas are still just that,

ideas, but they may assist the knowledge engineer in the

future.

EXPERT -.-- KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER INFERENCE ENGINE
[General Problem-

solving Knowledgel

_ KNOWLEDGE BASE
fDomain Knowledgel

EXPERT SYSTEM

EXPERT - INTELLIGENT EDITING INFERENCE ENGINE
PROGRAM [General Problem-

soIving Knowledge]

KNOWLEDGE BASE
(Domain Knowledgel

Figure 3-2. Knowledge Engineering (7:130)
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Whatever the source, the process is basically the same

-- transfer of domain knowledge for use in problem solving.

The knowledge engineer must proceed through several stages

during the construction of a knowledge base. These stages

have been identified as problem identification,

conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and

testing as shown in Figure 3-3 (12:140). Although this is

a well-defined figure, the actual process is anything but

well-defined. The process will vary for situations and

people, but the basic pattern will remain the same. After

the knowledge transfer is complete, the knowledge base must

be matched to an appropriate inference engine.

Ref cmlation.

Redensgns

Ref itnents

Fd Co- Dowgn F

Cl a quia.I Ru .. , n Ccp. mn o., . a r I EUbodly Rules Orgaze
ist.cs Knowledge . no4. dg Vnweg nweg

IDENTIFICATION CONCEPTUALIZATION FORMALIZATION IMPLEMENTATION TESTING ..

Figure 3-3. Stages of Knowledge Acquisition (7:140)

COMPONENT TWO - Inference Enqine

Within the inference engine or control structure,

there are basically two methods of search strategy

employed: forward chaining and backward chaining. They can

be used separately or in combination to produce the
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necessary results in an expert system. Both strategies

rely heavily upon heuristics to work effectively. After

the strategy is determined and implemented, the inference

engine then becomes the controlling force for the solution

strategy in the knowledge base.

In forward chaining, the system attempts to reason

from given data to reach a logical goal. Facts about the

problem must be given and then a forward search of the

rules in the knowledge base may Ofirem one or more of the

rules. At this point the control strategy must determine

which rule(s) to apply. As the rules continue to fire, a

solution will be developed. In this case the chaining

starts from a set of conditions and moves toward some

conclusion. The speed and accuracy of this process depends

on many factors--number of rules, time to search,

computational difficulty, but it is heavily dependent upon

the use of heuristics. Forward chaining is a good strategy

to employ for monitoring functions.

Backward chaining is a goal-driven strategy. This

type of strategy works backward from a hypothetical

solution (goal) to find evidence which supports the

solution (see Figure 3-4). This process might progress

through many intermediate testings of hypotheses, or

subgoals, to get to the end result. A system using

tacKward chaining would search the knowledge base for a
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rule, that when fired, would give the desired result. The

system "attempts to match the first part of the rule

against the initial problem description stored in the

working memory. If the first part of the rule matches the

hypothesis, the search is finished" (15:34). If the match ..

fails, the search continues, now trying to match the first

part of the rule which fired but did not fully satisfy the

hypothesis. If the match is not complete the system may

request information from the user or it may guess at the

desired goal. This strategy applies well to the processes

of diagnosis or classification.

FORWARD CHAININGU

BACKWARD CHAINING

Figure 3-4. Inference Engine Search Strategies

Heuristics, educated guessing or rules of thumb, are a
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major player in expert systems, just as it is for human

experts. There are always limits on the amount of time and

data storage available to spend on search problems. As the

problem domain becomes large so does the search space and

blind search may not be realistic. Although search of

every node is possible, it quickly becomes unreasonable.

For that reason, and the fact that human experts use

guessing when knowledge is incomplete, heuristic search is

employed in expert systems. Using heuristic search

techniques in conjunction with forward or backward chaining

allows the system to cease searching when a satisfactory

solution is found. There may or may not be an optimal

solution, but the search time can be reduced significantly

by allowing for a satisfactory answer.

If a simple mathematical equation could characterize

the problem, then there would be no need for guessing. But

'in many real problems, well-behaved functions are elusive.

Sometimes a strategic retreat is necessary; that is, one

must seem to move away from a goal (overriding some

evaluation function) in order to achieve it. For example,

to enter a room it is worth detouring to an unlocked door

even though a locked door is closer - if there is no key"

(12:69). Guessing is necessary when there is incomplete

knowledge and it is not posible to determine a "best

choice" to proceed. If a solution search space is dense

and all solutions may be equally desirable, then guessing
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can be efficient (12:110). Complete knowledge is not

possible, but a well designed knowledge base coupled with a

properly arranged inference engine can produce excellent

results.

COMPONENT THREE - Data Base

The simplest component, the data base, stores facts

about the state of the world and provides a working memory

space. Fact and data needed to manipulate the various

rules in the knowledge base would be stored in the data

base. It can also be used to store historical type facts

about the solution process. Users may access the data base

for problem status or to ensure the data being entered is

correct.

Expert System Tasks

There are a number of ways to classify expert systems.

One way emphasizes the function of the task. The various

functions include interpretation, diagnosis, monitoring,

prediction, planning, design, and control (12:83). Another

way is to characterize the systems by problem domains, such

as science, medicine, computer configuration,

trouble-shooting, oil and mineral exploration, military,

and computer-aided instruction. Each of these methods of

classification is limited due to overlapping of functional
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areas and unique problem domains respectively. Dr. William

Gevarter (10:12) suggested "a more fruitful approach

appears to be to look at problem complexity and problem

structure and deduce what data and control structure might

be appropriate to handle these factors.2 Appendix B

describes some of the more developed expert systems and

outlines the basic approach and key elements of the

knowledge base, data base, and the control structure.

There is obviously more data in Appendix B than

necessary to explain the basic workings of expert systems.

Some of the different types of control structures were not

explained in the previous section, but this listing clearly

shows the many uses for expert systems. Table 3-1

summarizes the characteristics of the systems presented in

Appendix B. These are all systems that are currently

working in some capacity. Some are strictly research and

development, some are for academic training and

experimentation, and some are being used in the corporate

world to save money and increase efficiency.

Within the science and medicine domain; DENDRAL is

used by industrial and academic researchers to identify

chemical compounds; MOLGEN is used by leading genetic

engineers to synthesize DNA molecules; MYCIN diagnoses and

recommends treatment for infectious blood diseases for

doctors in clinics associated with Stanford. One of the
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expert systems used extensively in the corporate world is

Ri. Digital Equipment Corporation uses RI to configure

computer systems and it has reportedly saved the company

millions of dollars in labor costs (15:37). The growth of .

expert systems in every field is phenomenal. Research

engineers and big business are progressing in the field of

Al to build systems with practical applications.

Expert System Construction •

This section will not get into the details of hardware

and software development, but merely establish some of the

prerequisites and guidelines for successful expert systems.

One of the prerequisites include (10:34) at least one human

expert acknowledged to perform the task well and willing to

impart his knowledge to a machine. The expert's knowledge

should have primarily been obtained through experience and

judgement. The expert must be able to 'explain the special

knowledge and experience and the methods used to apply them

to particular problems. Finally, the task should have a

well structured domain and high payoff.

The stages of development for an expert system have

been outlined by Randall Davis as (6:10):

1. System design.

2. System development.

3. Formal evaluation of performance.
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4. Formal evaluation of acceptance.

5. Extended use in prototype environment.

6. Development of maintenance plans.

7. System release.

Getting to Stage 3 is the difficult part. The time for

construction of an expert system has been reduced from

20-50 man years for early systems to 5-10 man years

(10:35). The construction will usually consist of only 2-5

people and tends to be rather time-intensive. Figure 3-5

graphically shows the time path construction for typical

systems has taken during the last 20 years.

50 MACSYMA

MAN- ..
YEARS_-30 DEND L~o

20-+
ipROSPECTOR

C1 I I I ",""

65 70 75 80
YEAR BEGUN

Figure 3-5. Expert System Construction Time (6:10)
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Construction time has been reduced due to advancing

technology and expert system building aids such as

intelligent editors. The building process has been refined

through experience and guidelines. The book, Building

Expert Systems, briefly explains the guidelines in "the

hope that they will be helpful to future knowledge

engineers* (12:160). The guidelines are as follows:

1) Task Suitability

* Focus on a narrow specialty area that does
not involve a lot of common sense knowledge.

• Select a task that is neither too easy nor
too difficult for human experts.

* Define the task very clearly.

Commitment from an articulate expert is
essential.

2) Building Prototype System

* Become familiar with the problem before
beginning extensive interaction with the expert.

.Clearly identify and characterize the
important aspects of the problem.

Record a detailed protocol of the expert
solving at least one prototypical case.

.Choose a knowledge-engineering tool or
architecture that minimizes the representational
mismatch between subproblems.

Start building the prototype version of
the expert system as soon as the first example is
well understood.

Work intensively with a core set of
representative problems.

.ldentify and separate the parts of the
problem that have caused trouble for Al programs
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in the past.

* Build in mechanisms for indirect
reference.

* Separate domain-specific knowledge from
general problem-solving knowledge.

* Aim for simplicity in the "inference
engine."

* Don't worry about time and space
efficiency in the beginning.

Find or build computerized tools to assist
in the rule-writing process.

. Pay attention to documentation

. Don't wait until the informal rules are
perfect before starting to build the system.

• When testing the system, consider the
possibility of errors in input/output
characteristics, inference rules, control
strategies, and test examples.

3) Extending the Prototype

Build a friendly interface to the system
soon after the prototype is finished.

Provide some capabilities for examining
the knowledge base and the line of reasoning soon
after the prototype version is finished.

Provide a *gripe" facility.

Keep a library of cases presented to the
system.

4) Finding and Writing Rules

Don't just talk with the expert, watch him
or her doing examples.

. Use the terms and methods that the experts

use.

. Look for intermediate-level abstractions.

•If a rule looks big, it is.

. If several rules are very similar, look
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for an underlying domain concept.

* If tempted to escape from knowledge
representation formalism into pure code, resist
the temptation for at least a little while.

5) Maintaining Your Expert's Interest

Give the expert something useful on the
way to building a large system.

Insulate the expert, as well as the user,
from technical problems.

Be careful about feeling expert.

6) Building the Operational System

" Throw away the first system.

" In the operational (and later) versions,
begin to consider generality.

" Identify the intended users of the final S
system.

• Make system I/0 appear natural to the
users.

7) Evaluating the System

Ask early about how the expert would
evaluate the performance of the sysstem.

The user interface is crucial to the -

ultimate acceptance of the system.

B) General Advice

" Exploit redundancy.

* Be familiar with the architecture of
several expert systems.

* The process of building an expert system
is inherently experimental.

Following these guidelines does not ensure success, but it

can assist at trouble spots along the way. Whether the

task is to find minerals, treat disease, or control a

spacecraft, the process of development and construction of
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an expert system is the same. The next section will

discuss Task Suitability for satellite systems and

establish the need for expert systems on orbiting

spacecraft.
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Section IV

Expert System Implementation for Stationkeeoino

Expert systems have progressed to a state such that it

is reasonable to assume that a program could be developed

to perform satellite housekeeping tasks. After thorough

analysis of the various tasks for the DCSC III and the

necessary upgrades for autonomous operation, it appears

that Artificial Intelligence techniques are needed for

certain functions. In particular, orbit determination,

maneuver planning, manuever control, and automatic station

move are precise functions for an expert system. However,

not all functions require Artificial Intelligence

techniques to achieve autonomy. To address these functions

the Air Force Space Technology Center (AFSTC) is currently

funding a project called the Autonomous Redundancy and

Maintenance Management Subsystem (AIMS). The ARMtS

project is currently being managed at the Space Technology

Center as a major thrust for the Satellite Autonomy

Program.

Satellite Autonomy Prooram

Very simply, the design for ARMMS involves

distributing mini-computers throughout the spacecraft.
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Each processor swill control subsystem functions and

implement contingency plans if faults are detected. This

network of computers would be centrally managed by a

supervisory computer which would also store contingency

operations plans* (11:18). The project has developed

computer algorithms for the various subsystems and plans to

give a ground demonstration, using satellite simulation, in

1986.

The original plan of the Satellite Autonomy Program

was to direct future effort to appling advances in

spacecraft subsystems and build upon the ARtIS project

using Artificial Intelligence (11:27). The ARMMS was to be

the first step in autonomy where minimal redesign of the

existing satellite would be required. Also part of the

original plan was a joint program in autonomous systems

technology involving NASA and Air Force Systems Command.

The joint program has since been cancelled due to funding

constraints, but it established near and far term

objectives for spacecraft autonomy. These objectives are

(11:43):

Objective I (near term)

- Develop and demonstrate by FY 1986 a flight
qualifiable spacecraft management system that can
perform on-board routine maintenance (including
navigation) and fault management without ground
or crew interaction.

Objective 2 (far term)

- Develop and demonstrate by FY 1990 a flight
qualifiable spacecraft management system that is
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capable of independent task formulation and
execution, and which can adapt to external
environment changes, using methods of artificial
intelligence.

The ARMS study is designed to meet the near term "1

objective and includes the power, telemetry, tracking and

control, navigation, propulsion, attitude control, and

communications subsystems. All of the algorithms are

making good progress except for minor deficiencies in the

navigation area. The accuracy attained by the conventional

computer algorithm is about three degrees and it is

desirable to reduce that to one degree or less. Navigation

includes algorithms to perform orbit determination,

maneuver planning, maneuver control, and automatic station

move.

i

There appears to be a very real need for

implementation of expert systems in the navigation area.

Stationkeeping would then be a combination of various

functions within the navigation subsystem. Assuming that

the ARM1S project will be successful in all of the other

subsystems using conventional computer algorithms, there

still appears to be a need for Artificial Inteligence

techniques in the navigation area. The reason is that

navigaion, in particular stationkeeping, is not a hard and

fast science that translates directly into formulas and

procedures. There are human experts performing as orbital

analysts for spacecraft at the present time. They work
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with computers, but the process still requires human

judgement based on experience and knowledge to correct many

spacecraft orbit anomalies.

Orbit Correction Process

Satellite systems are unique due to mission

configuration and orbital position, but can be discussed

generally for the purposes of understanding the

stationkeeping process. Since the immediate need for Al

has been narrowed to performing stationkeeping on orbiting

spacecraft, a more detailed explanation of the process

would be appropriate.

Stationkeeping functions begin with orbital position

determination. Most of the current satellite systems

depend upon ground stations to determine orbital position,

but the move to autonomy will dictate the need for accurate

earth and sun sensors on board the spacecraft to accomplish

this task. The details of the sensors will not be

explained here, but the Air Force is funding programs to

equip spacecraft with advanced sensors capable of

independently determining orbital position. One such

program that could be used on the DSCS III is called

Multimission Altitude Determination and Autonomous

Navigation (MADAN). MADAN "is an advanced star sensor

using charged coupled device technology. Two MADAN units
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plus an earth sensor could determine satellite location and

attitude' (11:47). The accuracy (see Figure 4-1) is

sufficient for most satellite systems and could be improved

to about 400 meters with an improved near body sensor.

,4 . 4
+

+

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
(any orbit)

ACCURACY linilal)
NAVIGATION 1 nm
ATTITUDE 2 Q0 .

Figure 4-1. MADAN (11:48)

Once the satellite position has been determined, the

delicate process of orbit correction begins. It should be

emphasized that this process is currently performed on the

ground by human experts. Some of these experts work for

NASA at the Goddard Space Flight Test Center and some are

civilian contractors from Lockheed working for the
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Satellite Control Facility. There are other orbital

analysts at varying sites in the country but all of them do

basically the same job. Most of them are dedicated orbital

analysts who concentrate on one or a couple of specific

satellites in a particular orbit. It is not possible to

get into the intricasies of orbital mechanics, but it is

necessary to use two types of orbits (low earth orbit and

geosynchronous) as examples to illustrate the process used

to maintain proper positions.

Two orbital analysts who work for NASA are Mr. Richard

Straiella and Mr. William Weston (26). Mr. Strafella has

the responsibility of maintaining the orbit for LANDSAT,

which is a satellite system in a low earth orbit

approximately 700 km above the earth. Mr. Weston monitors

and issues corrections for several systems at geosynchronus

orbits, approximately 36,000 km above the earth. Explaining

the process these experts employ to maintain proper orbits

will illustrate the similarities and differences

encountered for various spacecraft.

Satellites in a near circular orbit such as the

LANDSAT encounter drag and tend to drift toward the earth.

As the orbit changes shape, so does the ground trace or

path the satellite shadows on the earth. Mr. Strafella

monitors the LANDSAT orbit by ensuring that it passes over

a certain longitude within plus or minus 10 km. Orbital
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data is taken by ground stations for a continuous 32 hours

to accurately determine position and make orbit

predictions. Actual positions are then plotted on graph

paper to illustrate the trend of orbital error. In the

case of LANDSAT, a figure of "errlong", or error in

longitude is plotted. When that figure indicates LANDSAT

will be outside the bounds of 10 km a decision is made by

the orbital analyst to make an orbital correction.

The formal exchange between orbital analyst and

operational personnel is shown in Appendix C. Mr.

Strafella begins the process by sending an Orbit Adjust

Request indicating the time and reason for this adjustment.

He also selects the ground site to be used to monitor the

adjustment based on satellite position. In this example,

Mr. Strafella requested an orbit adjust for the LANDSAT-5

be done on 30 April 1984 at 2114:00 hours Zulu time. He

made the request on 25 April, 1984 and was able to

determine that by the 30th the LANDSAT may be out of the 10

km limit and a correction should be done.

The Orbit Adjust Preplan then provided preliminary

data which was needed to suggest thruster burn times. The

ground controller provided suggested contact times for the

Madrid Station and fuel tank status. The pressure and

temperature data were needed to calculate thrust reqired

and burn time for thrusters A and C. Given this data from
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the satellite, calculated semimajor axis distance, and

solar flux trends, Mr. Strafella calculated a rough delta v

required. Delta v is the change in velocity required to

boost the satellite into a slightly higher orbit and

correct the anomaly. Refinement of the required delta v is

done through repeated simulation runs on a computer using

different values for the number of seconds of burn time for

two thrusters and varying the solar flux.

The solar flux is an indication of drag which will be

encountered by the spacecraft as the maneuver takes place.

* Mr. Strafella plots the flux on a routine basis to try and

determine trends. If the solar flux is large, more drag

will be encountered and more burn time wil be required.

Likewise, if the solar flux is small then that same burn

time may drastically overcorrect the orbit due to lower

drag. At this point experience and judgement play a major

part in the decision making. The solar flux is an unknown

that must be predicted to best determine a solution.

* Once the orbit analyst has determined the delta v

required and translated it into thruster burn times, he can

submit an Orbit Adjust Plan. This plan specifies the burn

* time for each thruster in milliseconds and provides a two

minute window for the maneuver to begin. In this

particular example a correction of 159 meters is planned

(see semimajor axis change). Orbital period, fuel usage,
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and pressure change are also calculated by the analyst for

comparison after the correction.

The Orbit Adjust Postburn Report is an accurate

account of the actual maneuver. In the case of the

LANDSAT-5 correction on 30 April, translation thrusters A

and C were fired for 3840 msec each and the attitude

thrusters B and D fired automatically during the maneuver

for 15 counts each to maintain proper attitude. Fuel tank

status was extremely close to planned data and varied only

slightly in overall pressure and temperature for two of the

tanks.

Finally, an Orbit Adjust Postburn Analysis was done to

compare planned, replanned, and actual data. The numbers

in this case are so close the differences seem

insignificant. In this case the solar flux was very close

to what was guessed, or predicted, and the maneuver went

almost exactly as planned. Due to a slightly different

pressure and temperature, the thruster efficiency dropped

to about 95% instead of the planned 97%. As a result, the

correction which was supposed to have produced a 159 meter

orbit change only produced a 157 meter change. Given this

information and current solar flux trends the anlyst

predicted that the next orbit adjust will be required

around the middle of June. This is a complicated procedure

with many variables, but it really depends upon the
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judgement and experience of the orbital analyst to make the

final decision.

The process is quite similar for Mr. Weston, who is

responsible for several satellites operating at

geosynchronous altitude. There are two significant

differences though. The first involves the requirement to -

stay within plus or minus .5 degree of the established

longitude versus 10 km for the LANDSAT. The other

difference is the cause of drift, or orbit change, at

geosynchronous. At that altitude drag is insignificant,

but the satellites do tend to drift out of their orbits.

At the geosynchronous orbit there are two nodal points at

105 West and 75 East, points the satellites tend to drift

toward. These nodes are stable points and tend to attract

distant satellites to them.

The drift rate depends upon the distance a satellite

is away from one of the stable points. There are no

formulas which determine drift rate for given locations.

This drift rate must be plotted by the analyst to determine

at what point the satellite drifts outside its particular

parameters. The following Figure 4-2 shows the drift for

the TDRS-A from January-April 1984. Stationed at 40.5

degrees West longitude, the TDRS-A tends to drift to the

105 West nodal point. From this figure, it is obvious that

an orbit adjust was required by 31 March or the satellite
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would have drifted outside its bounds. As the drift rate

increases it also requires more delta v to correct its

position.

.0.

.05 7 (,t 1A )
+EAST .e4--

.03--

.02--
R L -  2/16•

DRIFT R2

DEG/DAY 10 -5 0 35
.01--

.03--
-WEST .04-- 3/27

.85--

Figure 4-2. Drift Rate for TDRS-A

An orbit adjust would send the satellite to the

farthest point, within limits, from the attracting node.

This process requires careful calculations for thruster

burn times much the same as for the LANDSAT. Although data

on DSCS III orbit adjustment was not available , it is

reasonable to assume the procedure is quite simlar because

the DSCS is also at geosynchronous altitude. Normally, 12

hours of tracking data is accumulated from at least two
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ground stations to determine the satellite position at

geosynchronous orbit. The average longitude is used to plot

the position and determine drift rate. Most satellites at

geosynchronus altitude require corrections every 30-90

days. The exact time depends upon the particular spacecraft

configuration, its location, and the drift rate. Only two

of those three factors are givens, the drift rate must be

determined by the expert - the orbital analyst. This

expert task can be performed using Artificial Intelligence

techniques. The system required to perform the task would

be similar in design to an existing expert system - RI.

Expert System Design

Previous sections have established the capability of

Artificial Intelligence techniques through working expert

systems and also the need for Al on spacecraft for

stationkeeping. Based on the task structure and available

technology, it is reasonable to expect that a

stationkeeping expert system would be similar to the

existing RI system. A good analogy can be made for

stationkeeping tasks and the design function of Ri. A

detailed explanation of RI will serve to point out the

similarities of the tasks and illustrate the design process

an expert system would need to follow for spacecraft

application.
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RI is a rule-based program which configures VAX-li

computer systems for Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC).

The program began its development in 1978 at the

Carnegie-Mellon University by John McDermott. The system

uses a customer's purchase order to determine what

substitutions and/or additions must be made to make the

order consistent and complete. It then produces diagrams

showing the spatial relationships of the 70-150 components

which might constitute a finished system. The most recent

additions to the program allow RI to offer configuration

recommendations to the individual customer. Given floor

space allocations and room configuration (doors, windows,

other machinery), RI can provide plans to optimize the set

up and maintenance positions.

RI seems to provide an excellent analogy to spacecraft

navigation. First, R1 is a forward chaining expert system

using rules to determine a "best" solution out of many

possible combinations. This is not unlike the navigation

subsystem which would have to determine corrections needed

and proper actions to take. Many combinations of thruster

burn are available for stationkeeping maneuvers, but only

one combination can be selected at a time.

Second, RI, also called XCON, has grown a great deal

since its initial use in 1980 and is a proven system. Its

knowledge base was sufficient to begin configuring
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VAX-ll/780's with about 800 rules. Rules would provide the

basis for spacecraft maneuvering in much the same way. As

RI was used to configure other types of computers, rules

had to be added. The knowledge base currently contains

over 10,000 rules and can be used to configure more than

six different computer systems (See Figure 4-3). The

growth potential is an important factor in the design of a

program for spacecraft navigation. The navigation task may

begin to simply correct orbit anomalies, but it could grow

to include optimization of fuel levels and spacecraft life

through carefully orchestrated maneuvers.

NUMBER OF RULES
3250 -3000-/ ...

2750- VAX-11/785 (1/84

VAX-11/72S (11/83)2= POP-l/4i (11/83 - - -

POP-1/24 (11/83

250- MICROVAX-1 (10/83

MICROPPI (7/83)

1750- POPII/23+ (7/82)17,50-VAX-11/r3D (3/82)

15W -

1250 -
VAX-11/780 (10/79)

~VAX-21/750 (3/81)

750-

II I

1/1/80 1/1/81 1/1/82 1/1/83 1/1/84

RI's Growth

I

Figure 4-3. RI Configuration Capability (3:22)

6.7
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Expert System Development

Development, as well as design, of an expert system

program to provide spacecraft stationkeeping would also be

similar to that for the RI system. Work on RI began in

1978. Initial effort was spent on developing a

demonstration version of Ri to convince DEC to pursue the

program. Similarily, it would be necessary to provide a

demonstration of spacecraft navigation capabilities for a

typical system to convince satellite managers. By October

1979, RI had 750 rules of computer configuration in its

knowledge base and a data base which consisted of 450

component descriptions (3:23). By 1981, Ri. had proven

itself and DEC was anxious to expand its capabilities to

configure more systems. Having added 4050 component

descriptions to the data base and several thousand rules,

Ri could configure all of DEC's biggest selling computer

systems by late 1983. :-7.

The development of Rl has been incremental. There are

basically four reasons why knowledge was added to RI over

the four year period. They are (3:25):

1) To make minor refinement (adding knowledge to
improve RI's performance on an existing subtask).

2) To make major refinement (adding the knowledge
required for RI to perform a new subtask).

3) To configure new system types.

4) To extend the definition of the configuration
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task in signinficant ways.

Of the knowledge added, about 65Y of the rules extended the

general configuration capabilities while the remaining 35% I

accounted for new rules specific to a single system type

(3:25). Using this information, it appears to have been .* -

relatively easy to add new system configuration capability

because most of the added knowledge expanded the initial

task.

Why Al versus Conventional Proqramminq?

The initial satellite stationkeeping task should be

designed and developed at the simplest level.. The first

demonstration of RI's capability was limited to

configuration of one type of computer system and with a

limited number of components. The expert system designed

to provide spacecraft maneuvering capability should also be

demonstrated to show basic orbit maintenance. The critical L

components during the design and development of an expert - -

system for spacecraft use will be the knowledge base and

the data base. I

The knowledge base will be filled with rules based on

the input of one or more orbital analysts Since the tasks t.

for stationkeeping vary slightly with the altitude of the

satllite the simplest approach would be to build the

knowledge base to analyze one type of orbit. Building the
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knowledge base around the geosynchronous altitude would

involve analyzing such factors as current position, drift

rate, and predicted position. Subroutines must be built

into the knowledge base to calculate spacecraft position

using sensor information from the data base. Current

position must then be checked against established

parameters for orbit accuracy. If the current position is

outside the established boundaries, a orbit correction must

be made.

Once it has been determined that a correction is

needed, the knowledge and data bases must interact closely

to calculate a solution. Drift rate affects how much delta

v is required to correct position and must be determined.

Drift rate is a factor of spacecraft position in relation

to the two stable nodes and also the previous drift rate.

Subroutines in the knowledge base must calculate drift rate

each time position is determined and load that information

into the data base. The data base would then transfer the

current and past drift rates into the knowledge base where

trend anlysis must be done. At this point, the expert

system must call upon the expert knowledge and employ rules

of thumb for drift rate projections. The expert system

program must be able to make a "best guess' or estimate of

what the drift rate will be at the time of thruster burn.

It may seem that this prediction of drift rate is

unnecessary if all data is current and orbit correction can
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be done immediately, but that is not the case. Many more

factors have to be analyzed before thruster burn duration

-I can be proposed.

Factors such as propulsion system status to include

pressure and temperature will affect the amount of thrust

produced by various systems. This data must be fed to the

data base and then transferred to the knowledge base for

verification of system status. A rough delta v may then be

determined using relatively simple formulas. That velocity

requirement must then be used to calculate the time of

thruster burn. The maneuver must be simulated using

elaborate satellite models and current system status. -,'

Simulation results would be analyzed for various thruster

burn times and the *best' option would be selected.

This process sounds relatively simple until other

aspects of spacecraft maneuvering are taken into account.

Sensor accuracy must be verified based on previous

positions. Sensor outage due to solar/lunar interference

must be predicted. Spacecraft attitude, inclination,

longitude, and eccentricity must all be controlled during

the maneuver. The mission of the spacecraft must be

considered during the station move to include antenna

pointing and other payload restrictions. Even the initial

design for an expert system to provide autonomous

spacecraft stationkeeping must include most of these
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considerations if the system is to provide a stable and

reliable platform.

; I

Information required in knowledge base and data base (not

inclusive):

I.,
Knowledge Base (rules) Data Base

Orbit determination Sensor info
Orbit prediction Thruster status
Drift rate determination Pressure
Drift rate prediction * Temp
Calculation of Delta V Historical info
Select Thrusters * Position
Determine burn times Drift rate
Simulate maneuver Spacecraft mass
Mission consideration * Component info
Select best burn time * Payload

Power
* currently done by human experts

The human expert currently must make decisions such as

firing the thrusters 3.8 sec versus 3.9 sec depending on

the results of the simulations and how accurately he feels

all of the factors have been evaluated. In the example

presented in Appendix C, the analyst assumed the thrust

effeciency would be about 97%. It was actually only 95%

and the correction was low by a few meters. If the analyst

had assumed lower effeciency, and in fact it was higher,

then the orbit may have been over corrected. Selection of

the "best burn time' is not always the biggest correction,

but it may involve being conservative to account for

varying factors or incomplete knowledge.

The human may seem to be a small part of the entire
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process, but it is a critical one. It is plausible to

develop conventional computer algorithms to correct a

satellite orbit given normal circumstances. On the other

hand, autonomy demands the program to execute proper

corrections for ALL circumstances. Computer algorithms

cannot account for sensor outage or predict low power

levels due to solar eclipse. To try and build a Fortran

program which could handle every type of orbit correction

and under all conditions would be next to impossible. Even

if a conventional program could be built using optimization

techniques, what hapens when a thruster malfunctions and

the weights must be changed to reconsider the problem? Al

techniques allow an expert system to monitor all pertinent

factors and use only the information which is available to

perform the task at hand, even if the data is not complete.

Flexibility and the ability to deal with complex

problems are advantages of Al programming techniques.

There may be many goals during an orbit correction relating

to mission considerations, position corection, fuel

optimization, accuracy of sensor data, and storage and

relay of maneuver procedures. Operations Research goal

programming and optimization techniques can be used but the

goals may change drastically for different corrections.

Changing the weights of various factors for each orbit

adjustment would have to be done by ground personnel and

autonomy is lost. Also, changes to normal algorithms would
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affect other portions of the overall program and require

programming experts working in concert with the orbital

analyst.

NASA has made progress in a similar area of spacecraft

navigation and recently disclosed information relating to a

navigation expert system (NAVEX). NAVEX can be used to

assist the space shuttle during reentry into the atmosphere

(16:79). The system uses Al techniques and is programmed

in the LISP language. The expert system reportedly can

handle more data and make accurate decisions more quickly

than the current team of human controllers and conventional

computers. One of the engineers with the program said that

the conventional programming techniques did not allow for

rapid decision-making or changing circumstances (16). The

NAVEX has an elaborate knowledge base capable of modifying

the approach and quickly adjusting to the situation. After

its performance has been thoroughly verified, NAVEX may be

able to replace two thirds of the current human controllers

who perfnrm the same task (16:79).

Performance and Reliability

Performance is as important to NASA as it was to DEC

with the RI system. As dependence on RI for system

configuration grew, reliability became an issue. The

initial measurement for success was "percentage of totally
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correct orders." This measurement did not discriminate

between gross error and insignificant error. Figure 4-4

provides a detailed account of RI's performance over the

past four years. It also shows the tremendous increase in

usage. There has been a significant reduction in the

percentage of problems attributable to missing or incorrect

rules. Other areas of note in this evaluation are

Controversial Issues and Bogus Problems. Controversial

Issues include errors identified by human experts where the

configuration works, but it may not be the same way a human

expert would have configured to system. The area of Bogus
I

Problems represents the number of times a human expert said

the RI configuration was wrong and, upon detailed

examination, found out that the RI config'm-ation was the
I

most correct.

RI has configured over 80,000 cases and is still not
I

perfect. A key issue about expert systems is that they

will probably never be correct 100V of the time. They can

only operate at the same level as a human expert. Just as

human experts are not perfect, it is not reasonable to

expect perfection from the expert system. The domain RI 

works in is constantly changing, as is the space .

environment, and knowledge can be added or deleted as

necessary to meet the situational demands.

The progression for RI from initial development to
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implementation was short, but the changes necessary to

build confidence and reliability were extensive and done

over a four year period. "Expert systems supposedly are

easy to develop incrementally, and, at some point, become

as good as human experts. RI lends some credence to both

of these claims '(3:32).

Support for the first claim is the fact that, although

RI development was extensive, the process of gradual change

over four years has increased system knowledge

substantially without having to *start from scratch' with

each change. The second claim is substantiated by the fact

that the number of times human experts- erroneously

concluded that RI misconfigured systems is about equal to

the actual number of misconfigurations (3:32).

Given this simplified explanation of the workings and

success of RI and the process of orbital adjustment as

performed for the LANDSAT and other satellites, it is

reasonable to conclude that an expert system could be

designed to perform spacecraft navigation. Orbital

analysts would have to help create the rule base for the

system and the data base would quickly be filled with

satellite unique information. Now the real question: why

should expert systems be placed on board satellites, and is

it cost effective?
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Section V

Expert System Feasibility for Spacecraft

The previous sections have established that Al

techniques can perform satellite stationkeeping needs. The

worth of that option is the subject of this section. The

need for spacecraft autonomy will be explained in more

detail as the groundwork is laid for a comparison of the

existing ground control network and the proposed expert

system. A brief description of the satellite ground

control network will outline its complexity and

vulnerability. Emphasis will then shift to the machines on

which expert systems operate to include the size and

weights of current equipment. A rough cost analysis will --

then be done to compare the existing ground support costs

for the DSCS to the cost of implementation of an expert

system.

Autonomy

Space assets have become critical to many countries,

but particularly the United States. The use of space has

matured and is increasing. Many systems vital to national

security have been placed in orbit as the Department of

Defense exhibits a willingnesns to make use of the "high

frontier." Current space systems provide communication and
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navigation links and surveillance and meteorological

information. Survivability becomes an issue when

dependence on space platforms is established. The

satellites are only one element of a space system. The

ground stations and control centers are also vital parts of

the entire system (see Figure 5-1).

$URVEILLAUa

MAI MIUgc4-

|ISSl ON--'"

Figure 5-1. Military Dependence of Space (11:4)

This current system presents a survivability problem

because the satellites depend on vulnerable fixed ground

stations for support including (11:5):

1. Keeping the spacecraft healthy.

2. Maintenance of spacecraft and payload.

3. Location of platform.

4. Providing sequences of commands for mission
performance. Commands can be either real time or
stored.
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Satellite dependence on the ground stations affects

spacecraft endurability. Endurability refers to the

*ability of the spacecraft to maintain a required level of

performance during its designated life span throughout the

spectrum of conflict" (11:5). 0

Ground System

The current ground system is responsible for the

control of 80% of all U. S. military satellites and

operation costs are in excess of $400 million a year (11).

The Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) is the

organization tasked with the Air Force command and control

responsibilities. The mission is explained quite well by

the AFSCN Communications Operations Concept (1:1-1):

The AFSCN is a global network of space and ground
tracking, telemetry, command, mission operations
and data transfer resources that support manned
and unmanned Department of Defense (DoD) and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) programs. Figure 5-2 shows the three
basic elements of the AFSCN: (1) control
centers, (2) remote ground facilities (RGFs), and
(3) communication links.

This document goes on to say that

Space communications through all levels of
conflict was a major factor in consolidating
space programs and ground control elements to
establish a military space network called the
AFSCN.
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Figure 5-2. Elements of the AFSCN (1:1-2)

The command and control segment of the AFSCN is

divided into five functional areas; mission control, range

control, data distribution, system development and support,

and remote interface. The first four are performed at the

Satellite Test Center (STC), Sunnyvale AFS, California.

Remote interface is done by seven Remote Tracking Stations

(RTS) located world-wide.

The mission control function includes personnel and

equipment distributed among eight mission control complexes

(MCCs). The MCCs are the hub of the command and control

segment and do mission planning, contact support, and post

contact evaluation (9:9). A contact support plan is

developed to coordinate control execution of the entire

satellite control network during contact with the

satellite. During satellite contact, tasks such as orbital

8 1 "
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maneuvers and routine health checks are made. This process

may require two separate satellite contacts. Preliminary

contact is made during a satellite pass over a designated

RTS to collect information relating to orbit determination, -.-

command analysis, payload performance, and supporting

resource status.

The next satellite contact would be real-time

execution of directed commands. It may be necessary to

make an orbit adjustment, reconstruct or load memory

locations, or transfer fuel for proper distribution. All,

or any of these actions and many more which relate to the

health and maintenance of a satellite are planned on the

ground by system experts before they can be directed to the

spacecraft. After final communication with the designated

spacecraft, an evaluation is conducted to include analysis

of orbital parameters, performance and trends, command and

control links, resource distribution, and the payload.

Data collected during the evaluation is used to plan for

the next contact event (9:24).

Range control, data distribution, and system

development are the other three functions performed at the

STC. Range control is responsible for controlling access

to the capabilities available at the various Remote

Tracking Stations and Mission Control Complexes. The Range

Control Complex (RCC) manages range planning, schedule
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control, system control, and maintenance control (9:12).

Data distributionn is responsible for the secure transfer

of data between the RCC, MCCs, and the communication

equipment at the Satellite Test Center. Finally, system

development and support provide an independent center for

software development, testing, training, and general

management information support. That center, the System

Development and Test Laboratory (SDTL), provides the

necessary operational environment and simulation capability

to accomplish the assigned tasks without tying up critical

resources (9:64).

The fifth functional area of the command and control

segment, remote interface, is located at the Remote

Tracking Stations. The seven RTSs located worldwide

provide the critical telemetry, tracking, and command

(TT&C) link between the spacecraft and the satellite test

center. Location of the RTSs dictates the primary mission

and coverage capability. The Vandenburg RTS, located at

Vandenburg AFB, California is used for launch support and

ballistic missile support in addition to on-orbit support.

The Thule, Greenland RTS provides support for all polar

orbiting satellites on each of their revolutions. The

Indian Ocean RTS monitors orbit injection during high

altitude launches and is the primary station for orbital

tests of the Space Shuttle. The RTS in Guam privides

orbital suport for most of the synchronous spacecraft
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(9:84). The rest of the RTSs have key locations and

provide valuable data to the Satellite Control Network.

The network is extensive and complicated, but necessary. A

viable alternative to this complex network is satellite

autonomy.
S

Satellite autonomy is the capability to perform

routine health and maintenance functions onboard,

independent of vulnerable ground support , for a specified

useful period of time. Autonomy would allow spacecraft to

receive new commands from surviving military users in a

crisis situation. If the vulnerable fixed ground centers 0

are destroyed, the satellites will have the capability to

operate independently until contact is made by surviving

units such as the Transportable/Mobile Ground Station (see

Figure 5-3).

SP~AL1H MAN WO

MSUIN *11 pOSmON UlUMINATIO

SU..IVA 
.M 
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KOM W1AIW WiNll

Figure 5-3. Mobile Ground Control Concept (11:14)
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The future of satellite autonomy lies in the ability

to produce computers that can close the control loop on

board. There must be a transfer of command and control

capability from the ground to onboard computers. This

"transfer requires implementing past spacecraft experience

into health, maintenance and navigation algorithms"

(11:16). Once this experience and that of the human ground

control experts is tapped, the hardware and software

package need to be put on an operational satellite.

Expert System Machines

Five years ago it would not have been-realistic to

discuss putting a hardware and software package using Al

technology into space due to size and weight limitations.

During that time however, computers designed to operate

with Al techniques have progressed rapidly. Likewise,

competition has increased significantly and the market for

expert system machinery is alive. Cost, although still

high, is competitive when overall capabilities and

flexibility are considered.

There are many emerging companies focusing on the Al

market. First, a brief explanation will be provided to

answer the question why AI has prompted "new" companies to

develop unique 'Artificial Intelligence Computers.' The

field of Al has been using a language called LISP for over
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20 years. LISP offers greater symbol manipulation and

generally a more flexible environment in which expert

systems can develop. It has evolved into a language that

can deal with complex and unpredictable data that

traditional programming techniques cannot handle. Powerful

sets of editing and debugging tools have been developed for

programming in the language. As a result, large, complex

programs can be written, tested, and modified much more

easily with LISP than with any other programming language.

Before LISP machines were developed, however, the LISP

programs were run on traditional mainframes. As most of

those machines were designed to use Fortran and made use of

numerical language optimization, LISP programs incurred

substantial software penalties and included a great deal of

overhead for proper execution. The LISP language then

"remained in the research lab, where functionality, rather

than speed, was the major consideration" (23:2-1).

Al laboratories were started in the early 1970s at

Carnegie-Mellon University and Massachusetts Institute of

Technology to further research. A direct result of those

labs was the development of LISP machines. The machines

were designed to run LISP efficiently. The first

stand-alone LISP machine made at MIT was developed in 1977.

Since that time, people involved with developing the

initial machines have founded corporations and introduced

LISP machine technology to the marketplace.
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Two of the big names in the commercial world are

Symbolics and LISP Machine, Inc. (LMI). Other major

computer companies are also joining the LISP machine

competition. Texas Instruments is now promoting a LISP

machine said to be the most powerful, smallest, and

lightest available. That machine is so new that detailed

specifications are not available. Symbolics and LMI each

have LISP machines in the marketplace and have made

tremendous advances in technology during the last five

years.

Symbolics' newest machine is called the 3670. The

main processor has been reduced to only 24" wide by 55"

high by 34.50 deep and weighs about 450 pounds. That is

smaller than a standard four-drawer filing cabinet. For

comparison, LIII produces the LAMBDA series of LISP machines

and its system main cabinet is 21" by 60m by 35.5" and

weighs about 500 pounds. The Texas Instrument machine is

said to be about one-half the size of the current

state-of-the-art, but exact measurements are not known.

- Results of commercialization of Al dedicated machines

have been increased capability, reduction in size and

* . weight, and competitive cost. Cost will be further

: -explained in the Cost Analysis section. Capability, size

and weight of LISP machines are critical factors when

considering 'hem for spacecraft application. The DSCS III
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has a dry weight of 2000 pounds and is capable of carrying

600 pounds of propellent. The addition of 500 pounds for

an expert system would not seem feasible at this time, but

reduction in weight seems to be a factor of advancing LISP

machine technology. As the new machines are developed,

such as the one by Texas Instrument, size and weight are

reduced. New computer technology such as Very High Speed

Integrated Circuitry (VHSIC) will also serve to reduce size

and weight of the LISP package substantially.

The computer currently used on the DSCS III is the

PDP-11 made by General Electric and Digital Electronic

Corporation (27:86). It is one of six computer systems

that have been space qualified by Air Force Systems Command
I

Space Division. The range of the weights for the six

systems is from 40 pounds to 110 pounds. The Department of

Defense has initiated a VHSIC program costing $320 million
I

over six years which should yield significant benefits for

space application (27:95). More detailed cost information

unique to expert system development for spacecraft

navigation will be presented next.

Cost Analysis
I

Spacecraft autonomy is an important factor in

increasing the survivability of space assets, but in this

day of tight budgets, cost is equally important. The use

of expert systems on spacecraft could be used to reduce the
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dependence on ground centers, but at what cost? If the

system cannot be made cost effective, it is not likely to

be implemented. The previous section highlighted some

companies in the AI machine building business. Given that

competition and technology will only lower the costs and

improve the capabilities, it is safe to assume that the

cost of present day machines provide a good baseline for

discussion.

Lisp Machine Cost

The government price for a Symbolics 3670 LISP machine

is $102,500. That is a small amount considering that the

cost of most complete satellite systems is in the hundreds

of millions. The initial price of the LISP machine is

deceiving because it is not a space qualified computer

system. Seven characteristics must be considered when

building a computer system for spacecraft use: 1)

throughput, 2) memory, 3) input/output, 4) electrical power

requirements, 5) reliability, 6) parts qualification, 7)

radiation hardness (27:86). It is not within the scope of

this project to explain each of these characteristics, but

suffice it to say that meeting space qualifications is a

costly process. It is a conservative estimate that initial

hardware costs may increase by as much as ten fold due to

stringent requirements. Therefore, the LISP machine

hardware could cost as much as $1.02 million. After

production, computers must be put through rigid space
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qualification tests which cost about $1 million each

(27:90). Adding hardware ($1.02 million) and space

qualification ($1.0 million) costs raises the cost of the

LISP machine to $2.02 million each. This is a more

reasonable figure and one which can be used to make

approximate cost comparisons.

Development Cost

Development costs for expert system programs have

decreased during the past 10 years due to increased

experience, developmental aids such as intelligent editing

programs9 and the ability to make use of- existing Al

systems. As already pointed out, it would be possible to

use Ri, computer configuration systems as a base for

further refinement of the spacecraft navigation problem.

If the time to develop the new expert system follows the

pattern established by previous examples, it could take

five man-years to complete.

Using the DSCS system as an example, the process would

necessarily involve one orbital analyst devoted to filling

the knowledge base for the navigation task. Assisting that

expert would be one or two "knowledge engineers" who would

be responsible for integration of the knowledge into the

knowledge base and construction of the inference engine.

Another technician would be resposible for filling the data

base with DSCS particular information concerning thrusters,
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fuel capacity, subsystem interactions, and sensor

interpretations. Given that these highly skilled people

could command as much as $100,000 in salary per year, plus

allowing some room for extra personnel assistance, the

development cost should be about $500,000. This figure

might seem quite low, but it is only the cost associated

with development to the demonstration phase.

After the system has demonstrated adequate performance

and been given further approval, more costs will be

incurred as the same basic group of skilled people refine

and test the system. Testing an expert system for

spacecraft use would have to done on the ground due to the

access needed for changes and fine tuning. It is

reasonable to expect that the fine tuning period might take

as long as it tas taken RI to become approximately 98%.

efficient. That time, from 1980-84, when RI was being used

and modified represents four years of refinement necessary

to reach desired performance goals. Figuring that the

basic development group is composed of four members for

four years adds another $1.6 million to *development" costs

before the satellite navigation expert system is ready for

implementation. Thus the cost of development and testing

an expert system for use on the DSCS is approximately $2.1

million.

The cost of implementing LISP machine design into t

space qualified hardware was previously given to be
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approximately $2.02 million. The cost to outfit an entire

satellite system such as DSCS, which is currently made up

of six DSCS Ils and one DSCS II, with the necessary expert

system to perform autonomous navigation would be around

$14.14 million. As previously mentioned, this cost is in

addition to costs necessary to provide the appropriate

improved sensor capability.

NAVIGATION EXPERT SYSTEM COSTS ($ MILLION)

Initial Development to Demonstration .5

Refinement and testing 1.6

Hardware for current DSCS (7 satellites) 14.14

Total 16.24

The DSCS orbital support is currently being provided

by contract personnel at the Satellite Test Center. The

orbital support contract employs about 53 civilians who are

divided into shift workers and administrative personnel.

The annual contract cost is approximately $3.25 million.

Once the expert system reaches the demostration phase, it

is likely to be able to reduce the need for contract

personnel. RI was able to function quite well in its

initial capacity to configure one type of computer system,

relieving human experts of that task. Some orbital

analysts would still be required, but only to monitor the

system and verify the orbit corrections. If personnel were

reduced by only one-third, a conservative estimate, the

first year savings would be: $1.08 million (contract

savings) minus $.5 million (development cost to
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demonstration) equals $.58 million.

It makes more sense however, to analyze the savings at .

the end of four years when the expert system should be

fully operational.- By that time refinement and testing

expenses make the total cost of the expert system $2.1

million. After the expert system has established itself

and proven to be reliable, it would be possible to further

reduce contract personnel. After four years of testing and

adjustment, implementation of the spacecraft should be able

to reduce the orbital support by about two-thirds. This is

the same strategy being considered by NASA with the advent 0

of NAVEX. The remaining personnel should -be able to

perform periodic checks on spacecraft position and verify

autonomous performance. It may be necessary to update •

position or make mission specific requests which affect the

orbit such as changing inclination to accommodate users.

If the personnel and contract costs could be reduced by

two-thirds, the annual savings would be about $2.15

million. During the fifth year then, the savings would be

$50,000. Every year after that results in a savings of "

about $2 million, subtracting expenses for maintenance of .. "

the expert system. The savings are attractive, but

autonomy has not been achieved and the link between ground

and space is still vulnerable.

Inplementation of a space qualified expert system is

the way to achieve autonomous satellite navigation. The
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cost to reach this stage was previously given to be $2.02

million for each satellite. This was assuming a ten fold

increase in current hardware cost to develop a space

qualified LISP machine. The following table presents the

break even point (in years) by allowing hardware cost to

vary from 5 to 15 times current prices and analyzing cost

savings as the DSCS orbital support program is changed for

personnel reductions from 1/3 to 2/3.

The final cost for a seven satellite system including
machine cost, space qualification cost, and RDT&E isz

$12.6 million (assuming 5 fold increase)
$16.24 million (assuming 10 fold increase)
$19.8 million (assuming 15 fold increase)

Contract cost savings are calculated using $3.25 million as
a base and reducing it by 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3.

Break Even Point (in years)

Expert System \Annual Contract Cost Savings ($ million)
Cost ($ million)\ 1.08 (1/3) 1.63 (1/2) 2.15 (2/3)

12.6 11.5 7.7 5.8

16.24 15 10 7.5

19.8 18 12 9

Using this table as a basis for discussion it is

obvious that if the DSCS has a lifetime of 8-10 years and

if personnel are reduced by only one-third, cost savings do

not materialize. The more likely cases fall between

personnel reductions of one-half and two-thirds and in five

of the six cases a break even point is reached or cost

savings are realized.
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These are rough figures used for comparison and it is

obvious that implementation of an expert system would not

pay for itself in the first year. It is interesting to

note, however, that as the satellite extends into its

useful lifetime, 8 to 10 years for the DSCS III, the cost

savings do materialize in all except the extreme cases.

There are many associated costs that are difficult to

analyze such as reduction of use of the Remote Tracking

Stations for routine orbit adjusts, costs of expert system

maintenance and modifications to existing satellite systems

or future systems. It is certainly difficult to associate

cost savings with increased survivability which is a result

of autonomous spacecraft operation. Even the most

conservative estimates result in a cost savings or break

even point within the useful lifetime of the spacecraft.

Spacecraft autonomy is a valuable asset that would be nice

to get for free, but it may also be worthwhile to pursue it

at some small cost to the overall program.

Obviously, these are fuzzy numbers and long projections -!

which may not be 100% accurate. The fact remains, cost

savings can be attained and satellite survivability can be

increased by autonomous spacecraft systems. Artificial

Intelligence techniques and expert systems can provide

increased satellite autonomy at reasonable costs.
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Section VI

Conclusion and Recommendations

This study has applied an aspect of Artificial

Intelligence (expert systems) to the development of new

technology for practical applications. The field of Al

pertaining to expert systems was narrowly defined as 'the

building of machines which can mimic intelligent human

behavior.* There is much more to AI than just expert

systems. Al research includes robotics, natural language

processing and more. However, the initial focus of this

study was implementation of an expert system on space

platforms to perform housekeeping tasks. A review of expert

systems demonstrated current capabilities and established

the possiblity of implementation for spacecraft tasking.

Spacecraft tasking for the DSCS III was analyzed in detail

and deficiencies in autonomy levels were noted.

Artificial Intelligence research has made it possible

to build expert systems capable of performing at the expert

level in many narrowly defined areas. Through the use of

an extensive knowledge base, expert systems can use

sophisticated problem solving techniques to produce results

beyond the scope of conventional computer programs.

Application of Al techniques in expert systems is limited

to narrowly defined tasks much the same as human experts
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are limited due to specialization of knowledge and

experience needed. Experience is translated into

heuristics for the expert system. The program is then able

to operate even in the absence of complete knowledge.

Many successful expert systems such as MYCIN,

PROSPECTOR, and RI use heuristics to fill in gaps of

information. Expert systems are able to provide "expert

decisions' which have been evaluated to be as correct as

human experts'. PROSPECTOR continues to assist geologists

on specific mineral deposit problems. MYCIN has provided

reliable medical advice in the area of infectious blood

diseases and is ready for clinical use. RI has been used

exclusively by Digital Equipment Corporation to configure

computer systems and is saving them time and money. The

increasing number and expanding capabilities of expert

systems made the idea of implementation on a spacecraft the

next logical step.

That possibility was further examined by taking a

close look at the spacecraft tasking to determine the need

for Al techniques. An autonomy assessment of the DSCS III

oulined tasks which needed enhancement in order to increase

satellite autonomy. The Space Technology Center is

proposing to increase satellite autonomy with a project

called the Autonomy Redundancy and Maintenance Management
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Subsystem. It was determined that an expert system is

needed most to perform accurate and independent

stationkeeping and could be augmented by mini-computers

being proposed by the ARMtS for other routine tasks. The

Space Technology Center has proposed that significant

progress can be made in spacecraft autonomy with the

implementation of ARMMS. The inclusion of an expert system

for navigation would only serve to increase that progress.

It is likely that as AI technology is developed and an

expert system is designed for spacecraft stationkeeping,

all facets of satellite housekeeping can be incorporated

into the program. The expert system could be destined to

perform the overall spacecraft controlling function using

inputs from distributed mini-computers. That possibility

exists because Al provides the flexibility and capability

to interact with various components, maintain overall

control, and provide intelligent feedback to ground

personnel. Since the interaction capability of expert

systems is still being developed, this study limited

spacecraft tasking to orbit maintenance or stationkeeping.

It was then possible to provide an explanation and

examples of orbit maintenance by examining the process as

done by orbital analysts at Goddard Flight Test Center.

The orbit correction task was presented for a low earth

orbit and contrasted with that for a geosynchronous orbit.
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Although the factors causing orbit degradation varied for

the two altitudes, the process of correction was quite

similar. Both cases require human judgement to select the

final spacecraft maneuver for orbit correction. Th;s

judgement is considered to have been developed by

experience and gives credibility to the title "expert" for

an orbital analyst. It would be necessary to transfer this

expertise to a working expert system.

Research pointed to an expert system developed by

Digital Equipment Corporation, RI, which was similarly

designed and had proven itself reliable. A case was then

made for the parallel design and development of an expert

system for spacecraft stationkeeping. During the design of

an expert system, the knowledge base stands out as a

critical component. It would not be any less so for the

stationkeeping task. The information required to perform

the stationkeeping task and the transfer into rules for the

knowledge base were briefly described. Interactions

between the data base and knowledge base are extensive and

only the basic functions were presented. From that

presentation it should have been clear that Al technology

could support the development of an expert system for

spacecraft stationkeeping.

It was necessary to then take a hard look at expert "'-

system cost and the value of autonomy which is gained by
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Li
deployment of the system. Autonomy was explained as a

factor which can increase survivability of space resources. A
Current satellite survivability is limited by the

vulnerable ground control link. Dependence on that link

could be reduced by autonomous expert systems on board

satellites. The cost of such systems was then presented

using cost estimations and other government studies which

examined ways to reduce satellite dependence on ground

systems. The final result: Al technology is available to

build a cost effective expert system to perform spacecraft

stationkeeping.

2

The expert system was not only cost effective as an

aid to the current ground system, but also as an integral

part of an orbiting spacecraft. Satellite autonomy is

increased as a result of an internal navigation expert A
system at very little or no cost. If satellite autonomy is

deemed not necessary in future space system planning 1
(unlikely, but possible), then Al can still contribute to

effective ground control operations by assisting human

orbital analysts with their current tasks. The development

of expert systems is ripe for spacecraft exploitation. The

question of Al use in space should turn from: Can we use -

Al is space to how best can we use Al in space?

There are still some technical issues such as size and

weight that should be addressed. Can an expert system
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S

design be implemented on a small enough package to be

placed on board the satellite? Research in this area

supports reduction of size and weight as a normal 0

"next-step." LISP machines are being produced with more

capability and in smaller packages. This is an area that

needs more study, but with the advent of VHSIC and 0

increased competition, it should only be a short time

before a reasonably sized LISP machine can make its way

into space. If development began today on an expert system S

for orbit maintenance, it would still be 5-6 years before

it would be ready for space use due to the need for

demonstration, refinement, and validation. By that time S

the necessary hardware will surely be available.

RECOMMENDAT I ONS S

Given that space assets are only going to increase in

importance, it is essential that they be made more

survivable. One aspect of that survivability is increased

autonomy. Autonomy can be achieved through the use of

Artificial Intelligence techniques and the development of S

an expert system to perform orbit maintenance. The Air

Force needs to pursue this area of technology immediately.

The Space Technology Center has begun to make efforts in S

this direction with the Satellite Autonomy Program, but

more emphasis should be placed on the use of Artificial

Intelligence. S
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One area of emphasis might be to determine accurate

cost *str.ates for LISP machines and Al programs which are

space qualified. Another might be to build an expert

system to assist orbital analysts on the ground, similar to

NASA's NAVEX, and let the system slowly work its way into

space as technology becomes available. Certainly follow-on

thesis work could be done to build an expert system program

to demonstrate orbit correction capabilities. Once the

process of development begins for an expert system,

enthusiasm and realization of its capabilities will carry

it to even greater performance.
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APPENDIX A

LEVELS OF AUTONOMY

(Reproduced directly from Reference 10)

In performance of a space mission, four major policy goal cateqories

have been identified. These are:

(1) Ground interaction reduction. S

(2) Spacecraft integrity maintenance.

(3) Autonomous features transparency.

(4) On-board resource management.

The extent to which these goals have been accomplished to date has been
through a mix of functions resident in either the space segment or the
ground segment. Furthenrore, the ground segment, as an integral part of the
total system, has been responsible for accomplishing maintenance, navigation
mission control, and payload data processing. Thus, only minimal spacecraft
autonomy has been needed.

The levels of autonomy described in this appendix are used to define a
step-wise increase in spacecraft autonomous capability. By proceedinq
through the levels, autonomous capability is increased in the space seqnant
and dependency on the ground segment is reduced.

The levels of autonomy are described as follows:

Level 0. A design without redundant elements which meets all mission
needs by operatinq without the on-board control of state parameters (such as
rates and position). May respond to a prespecified vocabulary of external
commands, but cannot store command sequences for future time-or event-
dependent execution or validate external commands. (An open-loop, on-board P7
system controlled from the qround.)

Level 1. Includes Level 0 but uses on-board devices to sense and
control state parameters (such as rates and positions) in order to meet
performance needs. Is capable of storing and executing a prespecified
command sequence based on mission-critical time tags. Will respond to
prespecified external conmands, but cannot validate external commands.
Functionally redundant modes may be available for a deqraded-performance
mission.

Level 2. Include Level I plus the use of block redundancy. Ground-
controlled switchinq of spare resources is required. Uses cross-strapping
techniques to minimize effect of critical command link (uplink) failure
modes. Significant ground-operator interaction is required to restore
operations after most faults if spare spacecraft resources are available.

A-I
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Requires operator interaction for fault recovery. Is capable of storing and
executing mission-critical events which are sensed on-board and may be
independent of time.

Level 3. Includes Level 2 and is capable of sensing prespecified
missftn-cri'tical fault conditions and performing predefined self-preserving
(entering a safe-hold stat9) switching actions. Is capable of storing
contingency or redundant software programs and being restored to normal
performance (maintaining the command link with a single link fault) in the
event of a failure. Timers may be used to protect resources. Requires
ground operator interaction for fault recovery. In general, the failure to
sense and/or execute the mission-critical event(s) will cause mission
failure or loss of a major mission objective.

Level 4. Includes Level 3 but is also capable of executing
prespec fied and stored command sequences based on timinq and/or sensing of
mission events. Ground-initiated changes to command sequences may be
checked on-board for syntactical errors (parity, sign, logic, time). Uses
coding or other self-checking techniques to minimize the effects of
Internally generated data contamination for prespecified data transfers.
Requires ground-operator interaction for fault recovery. In general,
failure to sense and/or execute the mission event(s) or state-changes
(excluding failure-induced state-changes) will cause mission failure or loss
of a major mission objective.

Level 5. Includes Level 4 and is also autonomously fault-tolerant. Is
capable of operating in the presence of faults specified a-priori by
employing spare system resources, if available, or will maximize mission
performance based upon available capability and/or available expendables
(i.e.. self-loading of contingency programs) without ground intervention.

Level 6. Includes Level 5 and is capable of functional commanding with
on-board command-sequence generation and validation prior to execution.
Functional commanding may include a high-level, pseudo-English language,
spacecraft-system/operator communication and control capability.

Level 7. Includes Level 6 and is capable of autonomously responding to
a chingexternal environment, defined a-priori, so as to preserve mission
capability. The capability to change orbit in order to compensate for
degradation or to protect the satellite from an external threat is
included.

Level 8. Includes Level 7 and is capable of operating successfully
within the presence of latent design errors which could cause loss of major
mission objectives.

Level 9. Includes Level 8 and is capable of task deduction and
internaTreorganization based upon anticipated changes In.the external
environment. This situation is exemplified by multiple satellites operating
in a cooperative mode. In the event of a satellite failure, remaining

• " satellites would detect autonomously the condition (task deduction) and may
generate and execute orbit-and spacecraft-reconfiguration commands.

A-2
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Level 10. Includes Level 9 and is capable of internal reorganization
* and dynamic task deduction based on unspecified and unknown/unanticipated

changes in external environment. The system will strive to maximize systemn
utility. Thus, mission objectives should be adaptive and automatically

*reprogrammable. System resources should be maximized to preserve task
* adaptiveness.
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LANDSAT-5 O.A. NO. O4 "
(1 OF S)

APPENDIX C

ORBIT ADJUST REQUEST
(OCG TO OCC)

TO: (3puc-,e 3"'APleo X 01%-J TIME: gqoq2-5 /40000 (Z)

FROM: biC.K. S-rkAFELLA X soll TIME: oq,0ZS" I(,oooo (Z)

REQUESTED O.A. TIME: -oq 3 o 211oo (Z)

REQUESTED STATION: r _____ib

ORBIT ADJUST TYPE: ORBIT MAINTENANCE

[-I INCLINATION

LIII OTHER _.-_-_.

ORBIT ADJUST MODE: PRIMARY

[ BACKUP

REQUESTED BACKUP STATIONS: NO'rN kAj / iSCENb/N6- PASS-S

COMMENTS:

C-1

.. .... ...... .-. ....



(2 OF b)-

ORBIT ADJUST PREPLAN
(0CC TO OCG)

TO: iCK STAFE.LLA X o-j TIME: eY oLT /4oooo _ (Z)

FROM: MuCE SHAPRo X / TIME: 9qo'Z1S /60c 0 0o0  (Z)

SUGGESTED STATION CONTACTS:

STATION REV AOS DURATION MAX EL

a. MAbt Ib RTZ I65o (a7

b. _%A. _"7_ g'2- .- 09I1. b_ _

C.

FUEL TANK STATUS:

DATE ij-oqf-/.- 1/1,S

TIME 03334Z. - oS173S (Z)

REV _ 771

PRESSURE .2-71. 13 PSIA

*0
TEMPERATURE TI I(,.,-io C

0
T2 J6.03 C ORBIT AVERAGE

T3- 17. 33 0 C

TlA /3..

HYDRAZINE V94.57 LBS

TRANSLATION THRUSTERS: F- B, D [ A, C A, B, C, D

ATTITUDE THRUSTERS: I irB, 0 F[I A, C

YA,.4 MANEUVER: NOT PLANNiED PLANNED DEG

PITCH MANEUVER: [ "NOT PLANNED r- PLANNED DEG

SOLAR ARRAY: [ JrAT NOMINAL RATE F-1 AT 2780 Li OTHER ... DEG

COMMENTS:

'C-2

. .. . . .. ........ 
.

. -? .; -:..'.:--?-'...::... .-.--.-.-. ..-.. .-..-.... ... .... . .-.......-.. . .. . .,.. .. ... . . ..-.. ....-........ . .... ;. -3i -i• .: :" .-.-'



(3 OF) 5

ORBIT ADJUST PLAN
(OCG TO OCC)

TO: 13Puce SHiAPieo X olf(. TIME: _'t'0,2- Ioooo (Z)

FROM: bCK, SR.AFFLLA X ."og_ TIME: "oZ. R0000oooo (Z)

DATE 4 o I .

REV Y5/77_

STATION lAbfl b

NOMINAL START TIME .211io0 .(Z) LATEST START TIME 21 IGoo (Z)

BURN DURATION (TOTAL) "____0 _ TOTAL THRUSTER MSEC DO
NOT

BURN DURATION (PER THRUSTER) 3_e_ MSEC EXCEED

TRANSLATION THRUSTERS: E-- B, D [2 A, C r] A, B, C, D

ATTITUDE THRUSTERS: EBB, D [-] A, C

YAW MANEUVER: [a'NOT PLANNED -1 PLANNED DEG.
PITCH MANEUVER: ER-'NOT PLANNED F] PLANNED DEG .

SOLAR ARRAY: 12'AT NOMINAL RATE AT 2780 Li OTHER DEG

ESTIIMATES:

a. BURN START LATITUDE '.9 "

LONGITUDE 0.L *E

b. SEMIMAJOR AXIS CHANGE +-.IS1 KM"

c. INCLINATION CHANGE +0.00 DEG

d. ORBITAL PERIOD CHANGE 4-._ SEC

e. FUEL USAGE -o.I(, LBS

f. PRESSURE CHANGE -_0.2. PSIA

COM MENTS:

C-3

p "S- °% ''""' ." " °°1" " .%
° "
." . -" ' '""% o '' ." " % i ""- '" - " ° "

%
" %" " ," '"" ' . "' 1 '" L % . ""' , ". ".



ORBIT ADJUST POSTBURN REPORT (4 F 5)

(0CC TO OCG)

TO: DiC. S'r -R .uLA X 50'-of TIME: '4o050. 13oooo (Z)

FROM: _Buct sm,4Hl H o X OI1 TIME: qoso2. I3oooo ___ (Z)

PLANNED ACTUAL

DATE ,R/oY3o/ ILI lyoq3o il1
REV 7 _
STATION rTf bI tAbl, Ib
BURN START TIME ._ _ ___ _ (Z) _ _ ,__o_ (Z)
BURN STOP TIME .__ _ _ _ _ _ (Z) it1%jO-7 (Z)

TRANSLATION THRUSTERS 0 B, D [-j B, D

[91 A, C EA , C

F-iA, B, C, D ] A, B, C, 0
ATTITUDE THRUSTERS Fvl 0 jjD ZB, D

lI A, C W A, C

YAW MANEUVER _ DEG o DEG
PITCH MANEUVER 0 DEG o DEG
SOLAR ARRAY o,.e. DEG Ju.R, DEG
TOTAL THRUSTER DURATION "___d MSEC ",zf MSECLOD
TIMER DURATION _,______ MSECL p

BURN TERMINATION [ COUNTER j] TIMER

TRANSLATION THRUSTERS A 381,/o MSEC
B 0 MSEC
C 3P/o MSEC

D 0 MSEC
TOTAL 71.t0 MSEC

ATTITUDE THRUSTERS _z 0 COUNTS
___ 15 COUNTS
f,. 0 COUNTS

bz. Ps COUNTS

b3 0 COUNTS
0 COUNTS

TOTAL 3o .COUNTS
(I COUNT 280 MSEC)

FUEL TANK STATUS:
DATE Yo 3 o yo o, /zz
TIME /.0739 -/Ty4,z (Z) 04s737 - o3L31 (Z)
REV 27./ ___. _--__

PRESSURE 271.109 PSIA ____ .____PSIA
TEMPERATURE

TI ,C 1, ya °C
T2 /., uC _ .0 __OC-
T3 17.32. uC / -o.

TIA 13.1-7 - -. , __

HYDRAZINE . LBS 'f'..2 LBS

ATTITUDE DATA APPENJDED E ESiYES

C OXI.MEN T S



ORBIT ADJUST POSTBURN ANALYSIS
(OCG TO OCC)

TO: I3ekv SH/PieRo X oiY4_ TIME: eyosoy Zooo (Z)

FROM: blcl STIZAFELLA X To'4 TIME: eoo Z0oooo (Z)

PLANNED REPLANNED ACTUAL

DATE qoq3o / i2S izo /zqo'q3o / ,zi
REV 077' 277 277
BURN TIME Zi ,oo (Z) Z.I'o3 (Z) 2z 1qyo (Z)

TRANSLATION THRUSTERS -- B, D D B, D D B, 0

CA, C [i, C [R"A, C

F-A, B, C, D iA, B, C, D [] A, B, C, D
ATTITUDE THRUSTERS [f B, D RB , D E , D

-I A, C [] A, C -IA, C

YAW MANEUVER o DEG o DEG o DEG
PITCH MANEUVER o DEG o DEG 0 DEG
TOTAL TRANS. DURATION 74_,to MSEC 7(_ _ o MSEC 7% rso MSEC
TOTAL ATT. DURATION 0 MSEC o MSEC T.yo , MSEC

FUEL TANK STATUS
PRESSURE 2-71.Z3 PSIA 27..o PSIA 2.- 1.oS" PSIA
TEMPERATURE

Ti I(..4-o C A.1o C /..yo °C
T2 I.03 °C &.03 uC 1(.o oC
T3 1. 32  C 1-7. V C 0. 3t uC
TIA 13.30 C /3.1.7 C PA.17 C

HYDRAZINE
TRANSLATION -o.IL. LBS -o0.n4 LBS -o.(., LBS
ATTITUDE 0 LBS 0 LBS -o.oI LBS

TOTAL -o.11, LBS -o./(. LBS -0.17 LBS
REMAINING If'7."77 LBS '-1q'-.9"7 LBS q9j7.77 LBS

SEMIMAJOR AXIS CHANGE 4o.15 KM +o.as~l KM f0.iS7 KM
INCLINATION CHANGE +0.o0 DEG +o.oo DEG +0.00 DEG
ORBITAL PERIOD CHANGE 4o..L SEC 4o.2 SEC 4o.L SEC

TRANSLATION THRUSTER
EFFICIENCY 0.'700 0.99c700 0.9532..

PREDICTED TIME OF NEXT ORBIT ADJUST g'RO(,I 9

COMMENTS: WuRS Vit~ooo wAS, 4-9.9l K,

C-5

.-

. . ., . . . . . . . .... -. . . . ... . . .. .-. .
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This study determined the feasibility of implementing

Artificial Intelligence techniques on orbiting spacecraft. The
main thrust was to evaluate the current technology of expert

systems and determine their value to satellite tasking. The goal

for an expert system to be effective was that it must be able to -

perform spacecraft stationkeeping without ground assistance. 3

Analysis began by outlining the basic functions of the DSCS

III and noting deficiencies as measured against an "autonomy

scale." Many of the defeciencies could be corrected (,' L

conventional computer programming, but stationkeeping requir 'I

techniques for proper execution. Expert systems were n

examined and studied for applicability to the primary task of P

orbit maintenance. RI, an expert system designed to perform

computer configuration, was found to be a good baseline for

comparison and further development. The process of orbit

maintenance, as currently done by human experts, was explained and

outlined for expert system design. Finally, a cost analysis

provided information which supported further development of AI I

technology for spacecraft implementation.
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